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Abstract

The rapidly expanding area of "digital video" that includes high-definition TV and image recog

nition, along with the ever present need for faster and higher resolution data acquisition ICs, has

created ademand for low-cost, high-speed and moderate-resolution A/D conveners. By using ascaled

CMOS technology along with innovative circuit techniques, the area required for the A/D converter

should soon be small enough to be integrated on the same chip with a microprocessor to make the

heart ofadigital TV, an image recognition system, orasmart data acquisition system.

The objective ofthe research presented in this thesis is to determine whether 2-step flash A/D

converter architectures in CMOS are advantageous for moderate-resolution video-rate A/D conver

sion. To test these ideas aprototype 2-step flash A/D converter based upon aresistor string and capa

citor arrays was designed and fabricated in a 1.6 urn CMOS technology. Test results verify 10-bit

resolution at a5-Msample/s conversion rate while dissipating 350 mW of power. The fully differential

architecture has a50 pF input capacitance and requires 54k mils2 of silicon chip area.

The main conclusions are that 2-step flash architectures based upon a resistor string and capaci

tor arrays are of potential interest for high-speed, moderate-resolution A/D conversion in CMOS

because they don't rely upon op amps, have a simple operation and have a high conversion rate.

Secondly, simple comparator models predict the optimum number of comparator stages for the fastest

decisions. Fully differential amplifiers utilizing diode-connected MOS transistors as resistive loads

simplify the comparator gain stage design by eliminating the need for common-mode feedback circuits

that limit speed.

Additional research on the comparator gain stage should lead to higher conversion rates. Exten

sions of the architecture could lead to 12, or more, bits of resolution and multi-step architectures.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1. ADC Background

The new field of "digital video" thatincludes image recognition and high-definition TV (HDTV)

has created a need for inexpensive, high-speed and moderate-resolution analog-to-digital converters

(ADCs). The previous generation ADCs were expensive hybrids. Then the first video-rate ADCs

were 8-bit flash converters made in a bipolar technology to get the needed speed. Later advanced

CMOS processes were able to achieve video-rate conversion. The next generation of converters met

the previous speed requirements but needed to increase the resolution to 10 bits so that digital signal

processing techniques could be employed and so that HDTV could be realized.

When the resolution was increased from 8 to 10 bits, the flash architectures whose area and

power are exponentially related to their resolutionhad to grow to 4 times their former area. Even with

state-of-the-art technologies this was clearly the wrong approach to use for an inexpensive video-rate

10-bit IC ADC. The alternate solutions spanned a range of multi-step converters that include pipe

lined, classical 2-step and subranging converters. The pipelined architecture uses several stages

operating concurrently to get increased throughput and achieves one conversion per clock cycle. The

other class of converters uses two steps and trades a speed reduction of a factor of two for a large area

savings. Previous converters of this type have been limited to 8 bits and increasing their resolution has

been limited by op-amp gain, speed, area and power.

Two new architectures based upon a resistor suing and capacitor arrays were developed to over

come die disadvantages of the previous approaches to moderate-precision high-speed ADCs for digital

video applications. These along with the comparator design form the basis of the research that is

described in this thesis.



2. Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 reviews previous high-speed ADC architectures. Chapter 3 introduces the 2-step

Capacitor-array Resistor-suing (CR) and Resistor-stringCapacitor-array (RQ architectures and shows

their advantages and limitations. Chapter 4 goes into the details of the RC ADC prototype design and

the high-gain, high-speed comparator design. The prototype ADC controller design is discussed in

Chapter 5. ADC testing is discussed in Chapter 6 and then Chapter 7 presents theexperimental results

and Chapter 8 has more testing and experimental results geared towards testing for specific error

sources. The last chapter is the conclusion with a summary of results and a direction for future

research. The appendixeshave details on programs writtenand used in designing the prototype.



CHAPTER 2

High-Speed ADC Architecture Review and Comparison

1. Introduction

ADCs have resolution ranging from a few bits in ultra-high speed digitizers to over 22 bits in

high-precision digital volUneters that have conversion rates on the order of a few conversions per

second. Figure 2.1 compares these and other architectures on the basis of speed versus precision. In

actuality the bubbles in the figure may overlap and expand. The comparison is only for CMOS con

verters because neither hybrids nor converters made in a bipolar technology are suitable for low cost

integrationespecially with a digital signal processor to make an image processing chip.

Speed

10 M

1M

(Conv/s)

100 k

10U
^

Pipeline
Classical 2-Step
Subranging

Resolution

Figure 2.1 - ADC architecture speed versus resolution comparison



Video ADCs fall into the 8 to 10-bit resolution and 10 to 20 Msample/s conversion range.

Although 8-bit resolution is acceptable for video at the consumer level, 10-bit resolution and its

increased dynamic range is desired so that digital signal processing can be applied at the studio level

and for HDTV.

There are a few CMOS flash converters that have 8-bit resolution and the required speed1*2*3

but it is unfeasible to extend them to 10-bit resolution because of the large area and power required.

Conversely successive-approximation architectures easily have the resolution but they lack the needed

speed. Bridging the gap between these are the multi-step architectures that borrow from the flash and

successive-approximation architectures and make tradeoffs to gain speed over successive approxima

tion and resolution over that available from flash converters.

The multi-step family consists of pipelined, classical 2-step and subranging architectures that

includesthe CR and RC architectures. Each of thesegroups was investigated to find the best approach

to be implemented in the prototype converter.

2. Flash ADC Architecture

The flash architecture is shown in Figure 2.2. It is also called a "parallel" converter since all

comparisons are done simultaneously, i.e. in parallel.

The converter consists of a resistor string, comparators and a digital encoder. Its operation is

simple. The 2n resistors generate 2B-1 equally spaced voltage levels between the resistor-string end-

points. These are the transitions on the ADC transfer curve. Each of these levels is applied to a com

parator along with the unknown input voltage. All of the comparators maketheir decisions simultane

ously. Their outputs are "l's" for comparators whose unknown input is greater than their reference

input from the resistor string. Similarly comparators whose reference is greater than the unknown

input have outputs that are "0". These outputs form a "thermometer code", a suing of l's up to the

comparator whose input from the tapon the resistor suing is just less than die inputvoltage. The ther

mometer code is converted to binary by the digital encoder. By adding digital latches following the

comparators the encoding canbe pipelined andthe speed is only limitedby the slowerof the compara-



tors and encoding. (The comparators are usually the speed-limiting component.)

2.1. Advantages

The biggest advantage of the flash converter is its speed. Only one comparison is needed per

conversion. Secondly, if the comparators don't have an offset, the conversion is monotonic since the



resistor-string tap voltages are inherently monotonic.

22. Limitations

Flash convertersuse one comparator and resistorper transition. Thus their area, power dissipa

tionand inputcapacitance grow exponentially with thenumber of bits. Currently theyare limited to 8

bits in CMOS. 10-bitresolution requires 4 timesthe area and power, a large price to pay although it

has been done ina bipolar technology in achip ofsize 9.2 x9.8 mm dissipating 2.0 Watts.4

The offsetvoltage for a CMOS comparator is much larger than for its bipolar counterpart. Fora

CMOS differential pair die offset voltage is:

voff„t=AVtk + 2

For a bipolar differential pair die offset voltage is:

'offset — 't

AW AL

AA &Qb
+

(2.1)

• ~ (2.2)
A Qb

Where A is the emitter area and QB is the base dopingunderthe emitter. In both cases the offest vol

tage is proportional to geometrical factors, -rj- and — for the CMOS case and — and —— for

bipolar devices. Assuming thesame level of geometrical matching for both cases theproportionality

V -Vj.
constant is the difference. It is —^-z— for the CMOS case which is often about 0.5 V. For bipolar

transistors it is V, which is 26 mV, almost 20 times smaller. Thus offset cancellation is required for

CMOS flash converters. Moredetails are givenin Chapter 4, Section 5.5.2on the comparator design.

When multiple comparators are being used the question of simultaneity among them arises.

They mustsample theinput at exactly thesame time or an errorwill be made. Theequation of a

sinewave input with amplitude, A, and angular frequency, co,,is:

V^Asinto) (2.3)

The error power, Ptrr due tosmall amounts of time skew insampling is5:



Thus:

ps.

W2U 2

P.rr =
A2<Si2at

a, is the standard deviation of the clock skew in sampling. Since the average power ina sinewave is

4-theSNR is:
2

SM?=JZZpZ=_L_

c.=
1

If a 60 dB SNR is desired and the standard 4.2 MHz video bandwidth is used a, must be less than 37.9

Another way of looking at this is that the sinewave input has a maximum slope of:

A full-scale input is 2A, thus:

£1
dt

=*<%*% {Vis)

\LSB= —
2"

The minimum time, At, it takes for the input to change by 1 LSB = AV is:

1
At =

vi-l2"-1©,
(J)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

Table 2.1 has the time, At, for a full-scale4.2 MHz input to change by 1 LSB for 8,10 and 12-bit con

verters.

n, (bits) A/,(seconds/LSB)

8

10

12

296 ps
74 ps
19 ps

Table 2.1. Time for a full-scale, 4.2 MHz input to change by 1 LSB.

Therefore At must be less than 74 ps to make less than a 1 LSB error in a 10-bit conversion with a

full-scale 4.2 MHz signal.
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Adding a sample-and-hold amplifier in front of die ADC will eliminate this skewing problem.

But jitter on the.clock to the sample-and-hold circuit (S/H) will have the same effect but only once, not

for each comparator. Evidence of this effect is seen if the ADC's SNR falls as the input frequency

increases. Table 2.2 gives the errorin LSBs for n-bit resolution, and a timing error, At.

n, (bits) At (ns) error (LSBs)

8 1.0 3.38

8 0.1 0.34

10 1.0 13.5

10 0.1 1.35

12 1.0 54.1

12 0.1 5.41

Table 2.2. Error in LSBs for a timing error,

As the comparators are switched to the resistor suing for comparison they load the ladder and

perturb the tap voltages.6*7 The neteffect is that as the precision increases theresistance in the suing

must go down as square of the resolution. Thus the power dissipated in the suing increases as the

squareof die resolution in bits.

3. Successive-Approximation ADC Architecture

The successive-approximation architecture searches through the 2"-l voltages levels with a

binary search. This is very efficient since only one comparator is needed but n comparisons arc

needed. Figure 2.3 shows a conceptual diagram of diesuccessive-approximation ADC. The operation

is as follows. The comparator compares the unknowninput to the DAC output. The comparator out

putgoesto the Successive-Approximation Register (SAR) which generates die digital codeneeded for

the DAC to do a binary search. Thus the n-bit conversiontakes n cycles.



3.1. Advantages

The architecture is quite simple and only one comparator is required. This is the obvious advan

tage over a flash converter. The DAC may be implementedas a resistor-suing, capacitor-array, R-2R

ladder or any methodappropriatefor the technology and conversion requirements.

3.2. Limitations

Although the architecture is very efficient, n comparisons are required for an n-bit conversion.

If a flash converter is limited by comparison lime, the successive-approximation converter will be

approximately n times slower. 10 to 15 Msample/scc conversions with 10-bit resolution is unfeasible

even with today's most advanced technologies using this method.

4. Multi-step ADC Architectures

Multi-step architectures can be broken down into 3 groups based upon their implementation.

They are the pipelined, classical 2-step and subranging architectures. However a closer look at their

operation reveals that the classical 2-step is also a "subranging" converter in its operation. Figure 2.4
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Rgure 2.4 - Conceptual subranging ADC
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ADC
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shows a conceptual block diagram of a subranging converter. It consistsof two or more ADCs, refer

ences and the unknown input or some function of die unknown input being passed on to later stages.

The later stages can share parts of previous stages. In operation the first stage does a "coarse" A/D

conversion. The next stage takes the result, the digital code, some form of the referencevoltagesand

input and does a more precise conversion. If there are more stages this continues until the last stage

where the final precision is attained. From this starting pointthe specific converters can be described.

4.1. Pipelined ADC Architecture

The pipelined architecture is shown in Figure 2.5. It consists of two or more stages eachconsist

ing of a S/H, ADC, DAC, subtracterand a gainblock. The S/H holds the input while the ADC does a

conversion. Then the DAC creates a quantized version of the input that is subtracted from the held

input The result of the subtraction is a small residual voltage that is amplified and passed on to the

next stage for conversion in the next clock cycle. While the next stage operates on this input the

current stage takes a new sample and converts it thus increasing throughput via concurrentoperation.
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The pipelined ADC is actually an improved subranging ADC. While its operation is to

subrange, the use of multiple stages operating concurrenUy leads to higher speed operation. One

conversion is doneeach clockperiod. Thishowever is not as fast as the flash converter sincethe flash

converteroffset cancelsand makesone comparison per period the pipelinemustdo a sampleand hold,

a comparison, D/A conversion, subtractionand amplification each period.

4.1.1. Advantages

The obvious advantage of the pipelined ADC is the potentially fast operation, one conversion

per clock cycle. Increased resolution is attained by adding additional stages. Thus the area and power

grow linearly with precision. Resultsshow that 9-bit resolution at a 5-Msample/sconversion rale in a

3 urn CMOS technology is possible.8
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4.1.2. Limitations

The most stringentrequirements are on the op amps used in the S/H, subtracter and gainblock.

In the first stage they must settle to their final values to the full accuracy of the converter in less than

one clock period. The accuracy requirement is lessened by anamountequal to the gain in the follow

ing stages. Unless some form of correction is added the DAC mustmatch the ADC or errors can be

made.

4.2. Classical 2-step Flash ADC

The classical 2-step flash ADCis a subranging converter withonly2 stages. It is shown in Fig

ure2.6 and consists of a S/H, MSB ADC, DAC, subtracter, gain block andLSB ADC. The operation

is seen with theaccompanying timing diagram. In the first phase theinput is sampled and held. Then

the MSBs are A/D converted. In the third phase theDACreconstructs theinput and that is subtracted

S/H

MSB ADC

D/A, Subtract & Gain

LSB ADC

MSBs

Figure 2.6 - Classical 2-step flash ADC

LSBs

L
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firom dieheld input andtheresult is amplified. The fourth phase is thesecond stepwhere theLSBs are

converted. If there wasa S/Hafter the gainstagethiswouldbe a 2-stagepipeline.

Currendy thisarchitecture canachieve 8-bit resolution with a 20 Msample/s conversion rateina

CMOS technology.9

4.2.1. Advantages

This architecture is implemented using flash ADCs for the MSBs and LSBs. Thus for a 10-bit

conversion two 5-bit ADCs are needed. The substantial savings in area and power comes from the

reduction in the number of needed comparators, from 1023 to 62. The DAC uses die same resistor-

suing that die ADC uses so there is no matching problem and area is saved.

422. Limitations

The limitations are the same as those of the pipelined converter where the burden is on the op

amps.

43. Subranging ADC Architecture

A common subranging ADC implementation is shown in Figure 2.7. It consists of a 2n resistor

string and 2"/2-l comparators, a switch bank and a S/H. In the first step the comparators are switched

topoints on the resistor suing every 2n/2 taps apart and the MSB decision is made. When the resistor

interval where the input voltage lies is known, the 2"/2-l comparators areconnected toall taps in that

range to do the "fine" or LSB conversion.

When the term "subranging converter" is used it generally refers to a converter of the form in

Figure 2.7. A more general form is shown in Figure 2.8. It consists of a S/H, two ADCs (one for the

MSBs and one for the LSBs) and two DACs. The operation is similar to that of the classical 2-stcp

ADC. The input is sampled and held. Then the MSB ADC does the coarse conversion. Its digital out

put goes to the DAC to create a quantized version of the input which is used as the lower voltage refer

ence for the LSB ADC. The MSB ADCs output is also incremented then goes to a second DAC to

generate the upper voltage reference for the LSB ADC. Since the digital input to the two DACs differ
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by one least significant bit of the MSB ADC the two DAC outputs will encompass the unknown input.

Both of these references are a subset of the voltages used as references to the MSB ADC hence the

term "subranging ADC".

4.3.1. Advantages

For an-bit ADC this implementation uses 2"/2-l rather than 2"-l comparators resulting in a

large savingsof area and power.
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4.4. Limitations

This architecture has been implemented previously atan 8-bit level.10 The limitations to extend

ing it to 10 bits are in the comparators and resistors. The 8-bit implementation uses two sets ofcom

parators and encoders. Itstill needs 2" matched resistors and in the 8-bit realization uses two resistor

strings, one for the MSBs and the other for the LSBs. Poor matching between them will lead to large

differential nonlinearity errors.

5. Potential of 2-step Flash ADC Architectures

The 2-step ADC architecture is based on using 2n/2-l rather than 2"-l comparators as in a flash

converter and the same savings in matched components. This could yield a large savings in area and

power atthe expense oftwo clock cycles rather than one clock cycle for the conversion.

The main drawbacks have been the high-speed, high-gain op amps. The same limitations the

pipelined converter had. Other limitations have been matching ADCs and DACs to each other and

architectures that have needed 2n matched components. What is needed is anarchitecture that elim

inates the op amps and subranges without using 2" precision matched elements. The next chapter will

describe two2-stepADC architectures without these limitations.



CHAPTER 3

Resistor-String Capacitor-Array ADC Architectures

1. Introduction

The previous chapter showed the advantages of using a subranging ADC architecture,

specifically a 2-step flash converter for doing a moderate-precision, high-speed digitization. However

previous attempts were unfeasible ata 10-bit level. What is needed isan architecture without op amps

and without 2" matched components.

ADCs can be made using resistor strings as the precision elements asinflash converters. ADCs

can also be made using binary-weighted capacitor arrays. If both of these could be combined, each

doing one step ofthe 2-step process the goal could be reached. The new architectures that do this are a

Capacitor-Array Resistor-String (CR) 2-step flash ADC11 and aResistor-String Capacitor-Array (RC)

2-step flash ADC.11*12 These will be derived from their simpler components.

2. Binary-Weighted Capacitor-Array ADC

The Binary-Weighted Capacitor-Array (BWCA) ADC, also known as a "Charge-Redistribution"

(Q-R) ADC,13 is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of n+1 capacitors of weights C, C, 2C,..., 2"~1C,

each with bottom-plate switches to select V*. ground or Vr> a comparator and a top-plate grounding

switch, SI, alongwiththe digital control to set theswitches.

The operating principle is based upon charge redistribution. In the first step the top-plate

grounding switch is closed and the capacitor bottom-plate switches are set to sample the input. This

step ends when the top plate and then bottom-plate switches are opened in this order. This stores V^

on the capacitors and is an inherent S/H. Specifically, consider a 3-bit example with capacitors C, C,

2C and4C. The initial totalcharge stored on thecapacitor top platesis:

Qi=-*CVin (3-D

17
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Thevoltage atthetop plate and comparator input isVx.

Qf ={Vx-Vr)4Cb2 +Vx4Cbl+ {Vx-Vr)2Cbx +Vx2Cb~x 02)
+(Vx-Vr)Cb0 +VxCbi+VxC _

Where bx means the switch connected to the capacitor of value 2X is set to Vr and bx means the

switch is set to ground. Equation 3.2 can be simplified to the following by collecting the similar capa

citor terms and noting that Vx (bx +£)C =VXC, since +is alogical "or" and (bx +bx)=l.

Qf =8CVX-VV(40>2 +2Cfc i+Cb0)
The initial and final charge are equal since charge is conserved and Vin can be solved for.

V.-.= -b2+Tb\ + Tb2""' 4"* 8

The controller is the Successive Approximation Register (SAR) and it sets the bottom-plate

switches starting from die largest capacitor to the smallest based upon the comparator output at each

step. At the end of n comparisons the top-plate voltage, Vx is close to zero and the switch positions

represent diedigital codeof theinput voltage.

Vr-Vx

(3.3)

(3.4)
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2.1. Advantages

This converter has an inherent S/H bysampling the input on the capacitor array. The operation

is simple and up to 10-bit resolution and accuracy has been attained.13

22. Limitations

The converter operates ina successive-approximation manner son comparisons are needed for

ann-bit conversion making it too slow for video rate use. Also the capacitors vary in value from Cto

2"C takingup a largearea for a largenumberof bits,n.

3. Binary-WeightedCapacitor-Array ADCwith Increased Precision

Thesimplest way to increase theprecision of dieBWCA ADC is to add another capacitor twice

thesize of the MSB capacitor. The disadvantage is that the total array capacitance is doubled which

Umits the conversion rate; the capacitor area (thebulk of the chip area) has doubled and thiscan't be

extended beyond the limits of the capacitor matching.

Figure 3.2 shows another way to increase the resolution. This is the same as the standard

BWCA ADC shown in Figure 3.1 with theaddition of thesub-DAC. The effectof the sub-DAC is to

change the top-plate voltage by an amount smaller than 1 LSB during charge balancing and com

parison to increase the resolution. The top-plate voltage,Vx changes by an amount:

WX=VDAC- '-—. (3.5)

C 1 LSB
Since — —— = —-— the top-plate voltage can be changed by 0 to 1 LSB in as many

steps as the sub-DAC has. So the conversion proceeds first with the capacitor bottom-plate switches

being switched by theSAR todoa coarse conversion. Then another successive-approximation search

is done with the sub-DAC to further increase the resolution. This is a subranging operation because

the firstsearchdoesa quantization with thecapacitor arrayand thesecond search quantizes within the

interval found in the first search. This is called the Capacitor-array Resistor-string (CR) ADC since

thecapacitor array is used for the coarse quantization and the resistor string is used forthefine convcr-
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3.1. Advantages

The resolution has been increased withoutincreasing the area substantially by adding a resistor-

suing sub-DAC.
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3.2. Limitations

Although the resolution has been increased the accuracy is limited by the capacitor matching in

the first step. This is still arelatively slow ADC since it uses asuccessive-approximation algorithm.

4. Binary-Weighted Capacitor-Array Flash ADC

The speed limitation of the Q-R ADC comes from using it in a successive-approximation

manner needing n comparisons for an n-bit conversion. This doesn't have to be so. If 2B-1 BWCA

ADCs are used, all sampling the same input, and with their bottom-plate switches preset to the 2"-l

codes (0...1 through 1...1) they act simultaneously and a"flash" decision can be made. This is shown

in Figure 3.3.

2nlC_ • • • 2CZZ CZZ C

7 77,7-
•=" Preset to Code 1...1

-J- 1 111—. 2n.lc-L- . .. 2C-1- (.J- Ci r

,\
',.—. 1 UnY
in'

•=• Preset to Code 0...01

Rgure 3.3 - Q-R flash ADC
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4.1. Advantages and Limitations

With the parallel structure the speed is increased to thatof a flash converter at the expense of

2"-l times more area.

5. Capacitor-Array Resistor-String Flash ADC

The CR ADC is slow since it is a successive-approximation architecture. The first step toward

speed-up is to make 2"-l capacitor arrays and do a flash decision. That still leaves the sub-DAC

search taking m steps for the lastm bits. Notice that in the last m-bit search only one capacitor array

section is needed while the rest sit idle. If the numberof bits in die sub-DAC is less than or equal to

the number in the capacitor array, the sub-DAC search can also be done in parallel. First the

capacitor-array flash MSB decision isdone. Then the bottom-plate switches onallof the arrays areset

to theMSB code as shown in Figure 3.4, and each array's coupling capacitor, Ce, goes toa tapon the

sub-DAC resistor suing. Thus the bottom array gets the ground tap and its top-plate voltage is

unshifted. The nextarraygets the first tapand its top-plate voltage is shifted by:

which is:

and:

AV, = Vr~~ (3.7)
x 32 32

AV,=Vr»|-~ (3.8)
x 32 32

ingeneral for n less than orequal to31 for the 10-bit converter. Each top-plate voltage isshifted by 1

LSBat the final resolution and dieLSBsdecision is made in one stepfor thesecondflash decision.

5.1. Advantages

Aslow successive-approximation architecture has been made into a much faster 2-step architec

ture by adding 30comparators and 30, 5-bit capacitor arrays. This architecture meets die goal of not

needing an op amp to do a 2-step A/D conversion.
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5.2. Limitations

There is a severecapacitor matching requirement that is not immediatelyobvious. At first look,

since the capacitor arrays are used in the first step, they must be 10-bitaccurate and the resistor string

used in the second step must be 5-bit accurate. Notice however that when the second step is begun and

all 31 capacitor arrays are set to the same code all of their top platesareassumed to go to the same vol

tagebefore the sub-DAC is used. They will only go to the samevoltageif eacharray matches each of

the other 30 arrays. Thus the matching requirement is thateach array must have 10-bitmatching and
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each array must match each other array.

S2.1. Capacitor Array Matching

To see the effective matching requirements on the capacitors assume random mismatches with a

Gaussian disuibution. Next assume that 10-bit matching can be obtained with 67% yield. Then the

probability that all 31 arrays will match each other is (0.67)31 = 4.1 x 10"6. This gives a very unrea

sonably low chip yield.

Thus the limitationon this architectureis technological and not inherent in the architecture. The

limitation comes from matching die 31 arrays to each other. What is neededis a firststep that uses the

same elements once and not 31 sets of elements. This can be done. The next section will start to show

how it is done.

6. Binary-Weighted Capacitor-Array ADC with 2 Voltage References

The previous BWCA ADC had its bottom-plate switches set to Vr or ground. Thus it converted

inputs lyingbetween Vr and ground. This is not a limitation. Those two switch positions can be Vrl

V
in

r2

rlV

^.zx- 2"-xC

~ i
Ji

• 2C1 cl c-L n-b

SAR

Digital
Output

Figure 3.5 - Binary-weighted capacitor-arrayADC with 2 voltage references
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and Vr2 asshown inFigure 3.5. The operation is the same. The charge redistribution goes as follows:

fc—SCVi, (3.9)

Q, =C(VX-Vr2)4b2+C<yx-Vrl)4b2

+c<yx-vrZ)2bi+c(v,-vrl)2£T

+ c(vx-vr2)b0+C(yx-vrl)h+C{vx-vrX)

Qf =SCVX - CVr2(4b2 +b! +bo)- CVrl(4b2'+ 2b^+ b£
Setting Qi =Qf andsolving for Vin:

Vin=Vr2 U 1L lt + Vr] y*2+j&i+g-*o -Vx

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

The effect is to subdivide die range between Vrl and Vr2. This is more easily seen by setting

Vr2=Vrl + AV. Then

ViH=Vrl + AV
1, 1 , 1 ,

2b2+Jbl +~Sbo -Vr (3.13)

The input is VrX plus some fraction of AV, the difference between Vrl and Vr2.

The conclusion is that when two voltage references are used this is a subrangingconverter so it

can be used as the second step in a 2-step ADC.

6.1. Advantages

This architecture can be used for a subranging converter and since it is just a generalization of

the BWCA ADC in Section 2. It can alsobe used a flash ADC as shown in Figure 3.6. More impor-

tandy its two advantages, subdivision and use as a flash can be combined to make a 2-step flash ADC

as described in the next section.

7. Resistor-String Capacitor-Array ADC

The last section alluded to the Resistor-String Capacitor Array (RC) architecture.14 It is shown

in Figure 3.7. It consists of an m-bit resistor string, an n-bit capacitor array, a 2-outputanalog multi

plexer, a comparator and an SAR. The operation is to sample the unknown input voltage on the
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capacitorarray, used as one capacitor, and do a successive-approximation search on the resistor suing

for the MSBs. Once they are found the resistor whose tap voltages encompass the unknown input is

selected and die voltages at its endpoints are selected by the multiplexer and used as the two reference

voltages for the capacitor array ADC. The capacitor array ADC then does a second successive-

approximation search for the LSBs.

7.1. Advantages

An m+n-bit A/D conversion is done using only 2m+2n matched components. This is a large

savings in areaover a converter that needs 2m+n matched components.
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12. Limitations

This converter is slow since it uses a successive-approximation algorithm.

8. Resistor-String Capacitor-Array 2-Step Flash ADC

All of thegroundwork hasbeenlaidnow. If boththeMSB andLSBstepsof dieprevious archi

tecture aredone asa flash thespeed isgready improved.11,12 This new architecture is shown inFigure

3.8and willbe usedin theprototype. It consists of an m-bitresistor suing,a two-output analog multi

plexer, 2n-l n-bitcapacitor arrays andcomparators, a latch bank, a binary encoder anddigital control.
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Hie operation proceeds in two steps. In the first stepthe inputis sampled and a flash MSB deci

sion is made usingthe resistor suing.Then die LSBs areobtained by subdiving the voltages at the two

resistor-suing taps adjacent to the unknown input voltage with the capacitor arrays in a second-step

flash decision.

8.1. Advantages

The advantages are obvious. The op amps and 2" matched components are eliminated and the

capacitor array makes an inherent S/H. All of the architecture requirements have been met and this

architecture has been used in the experimental prototype.



CHAPTER 4

Prototype

1. Introduction

The resistor-suing capacitor-array 2-step flash ADC dubbed the "RC" ADC is the choice for the

prototype 10-bit, 5-Msample/s ADC. Its block diagram was shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.8. This

chapter will describe thedesign of thearchitecture, thehigh-gain, high-speed comparator, theon-chip

digital circuitry and the layout.

The architecture's operation has beendescribed previously and the detailed design will proceed

with a discussion of charge-injection errors and solutions, die first-step MSB decision, then the

second-step LSB decision.

2. Charge Injection Errors

Although an MOS switch is often said to be an"ideal" switch because the voltage drop across it

is zero when no current is flowing, it is hardly "ideal". The charge-injection error caused by the switch

is often a limiting factor in switched capacitor designs. Figure 4.1 shows a simple S/H consisting of an

input, Vf,,, a switch and a capacitor. Ontheright the switch has been replaced by anNMOS transistor.

While the switch is closed die voltage at the capacitor, Vout, is equal to the input voltage. When the

switch opens quickly the capacitor voltage is:

Vout =Vin- tttt-Mi "VL)-±±(WLtffC;x)(VH - Vt) (4.1)
C + C0i 2 C

VH and VL are die highestand lowest gate voltages when the switch is on and off. The last two terms

are errors. The first, °' (VH - VL), is clock feedthrough and caused by the gate-drain overlap
C +Cot

capacitance. The second is -z-=(WLtffCoX)(yH - V,) and caused by the channel charge being

injectedonto die capacitor. The first error is smaller than the second sinceLovl « Lejr.

30
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From Equation 4.1 it is seen that die errors are technology dependent from the terms Cot, Cox

and V, and diey have components based upon the design parameters W, L, C, VH and VL. Even when

die design attempts to minimize the charge-injection error often it is too large to tolerate. The two

most common circuit solutions to combat it are dummy switches and differential circuitry.

2.1. Dummy Switches

Figure 4.2a shows the simple S/H with the addition ofa dummy switch15 shown shaded.
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I
(a)
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Mmmm

''WW

Dummy

in

-Yout

Sample Sample
. fm—Wft"»tA

n

I I
(b)

wM
Dummy

out

Figure 4.2 - S/H with dummy switch to reduce charge injection errors
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Hie idea is to add the P-channel dummy switch whose chargeinjection is is equal and opposite to that

of the N-channel switch so that the net error is zero. This can be effective but relies heavily upon the

clocks "sample" and "sample" being exact opposites. It also assumes that half of the channel charge

goes into the source and half into the drain. Then a P-switch that is half of die size will have an equal

and opposite amount of charge. This is hard to ensure since the devices will have different threshold

voltages, the effective channel lengths will differ, etc. The capacitance at the drain and source of die

switch are not equal and that will affect how the charge splits. To try and keep it equal a dummy capa

citor, Cd, shown in Figure 4.2b is added. This method does cancel some of the charge injection error

but is not as effective as a differential architecture.

22. Differential Circuitry

Figure 4.3 shows the original S/H but this time everything is duplicated and the inputs and out

puts are differential. Ideally any error from switch SI will be accompanied by an equal error from

switch S2. Since the circuits following the S/H only respond to differences in voltages the charge-

injection error is common-mode and will have no effect

vYin +•-

vta_.

Sample

SI

X

S2

X

Rgure 4.3 - Fully differential sample-and-hold circuit

-vout +

-Vout
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This method is quite effective. One main limitation is that of how well the technology can

match the two switches. In an actual design it is expected that 80-90% of the charge injectionerror

will be eliminated.

One might want to use both dummy switches and a differential architecture. That is a mistake.

The dummy switch will have some uncanceled error, so will the differential architecture. These

uncorrelated errors will add to make die problem worse than if only one method was used.

The prototype uses a fully differential architecture for all analog circuits and signal paths.

3. First-Step MSB ADC

Figure 4.4 shows the prototype ADC in the MSB conversion mode. It consists of a 32 resistor

suing, 31 capacitors, 31 comparators, a latch bank and a binary encoder. The operation is similar to

standard CMOS flash ADCs. On die first clock phase die input voltage is sampledand the comparator

offset voltage canceled. In die second phase die comparators make their decision, their outputs are

latched andconverted to binaryandstored in outputlatches beforebeingdrivenoff chip.

The resistor suing and capacitor (array) will be described with die LSB converter since it is the

LSB conversion diat sets theirdesign requirements. The comparator designwill be detailed in Section

5.

3.1. Latch Bank and Binary Encoder

For die purpose of the MSB converter the "latch bank and binary encoder" block is shown in

more detail in Figure 4.S. It consistsof the digital latch bank with 31 latches, thermometercode to 1-

of-n decoder, binary encoder and 10outputlatches.
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3.2. Thermometer Code to 1-of-n Decoder

The comparator outputs are in a "thermometer code". Starting at the bottom of the column of

comparators andgoing upwards each comparator whose input is greater than thereference input hasa

1 output. Then thecomparator whose reference is greater than the inputhasa 0 outputas do thecom

parators above it. This is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 - Comparators with thermometer code output
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Thermometercode is converted to binary in a two-stepprocess. First it is converted to a 1-of-n

code. Then the 1-of-n code is converted to binary. Figure 4.7 shows one circuit for doing the ther

mometer to 1-of-n decoding. It consists of 2"-2 XOR gates connected to the 2"-l comparator out

puts. Thek* XOR has inputs connected tothe k& and k+1* comparator outputs.

All of the XOR gates excepttheoneat the l-to-0 transition have a 0 output. The oneat the transition
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has a 1output The number of thedue XOR is thenumber of therequired output code.

There could be a problem with this circuit Figure 4.8 shows the XOR decoder again but this

time comparator 5 has made an error and its output is 0 instead of 1. This could be due to a large

offset voltage. Now the 1-of-n decoder has three instead of one true outputs. This will cause the

binary encoder to also make an errorand the A/D conversion will be in error.
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Figure 4.8 - XOR decoder with error
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3.2.1. 3-Input NAND gate Decoder

The circuit ofFigure 4.9 can correct this problem. It uses 3-input AND gates and looks for the

pattern 110 going up the column. With this circuit the 010 error will besuppressed.
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33. Digital Latch Bank

The purpose ofthe digital latch bank isto pipeline the remaining digital operations thus speeding

up the A/D conversion. Figure 4.10 shows the digital latch circuit used repeatedly in the prototype and

itsdriver. The latch consists of a transmission gate incascade with two inverters. A feedback switch

from the first inverter's input to the second's output latches the data bit. The driver generates die

"gate" signal tothe transmission gate and itscomplement the "latch" signal tothe feedback switch and

die driver is also a buffer to drive many latch circuits.

LATCH

GATE

LATCH

IN OUT

GATE

GATE LATCH

LATCH GATE

Rgure 4.10 - Digital latch and driver
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3.4. Binary Encoder

The purpose of the binary encoder is to do the second stepof the thermometer codeconversion.

The 1-of-ncode mustnow be converted to binary. This is donewitha ROM as shown in Figure4.11.

The ROMconsists of 5 P-channel pull-up uansistors taking the 5 column lineshigh. Eachrow lineis
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a line from the 1-of-n decoder and connected to the gate(s) of N-channel pull-down uansistors. For

instance, for code 00001, input line 1 would behigh and transistors Ml, M2, M3 and M4 pull bit-lines

bl, b2, b3 andb4 lowwhilebO is high. TheROM output is thedesired 00001.

Theother input to the ROM is a bias to the P-channel load devices. It is used to set the "on

resistance" of the load devices and is nominally 3.IS V.

3.5. MSB Output Latches

The ROM outputs are then latched in theMSB output latches before being driven off-chip. The

latches are the same ones previously described. Having on-chip MSB output latches allows much

more flexibility in interfacing the chip to the test board since the MSBs are valid for most of the

conversion cycle. Without the latches the timing on the test board latches would be much more criti

cal.

4. Second-Step LSB ADC

The LSB ADC must take the MSB code, use that to find the interval in which the unknown input

voltage lies and subdivide that interval to find the LSBs. Figure 4.12 shows a block diagram of the

LSB ADC. It consists of 31,1-bit output, sub-ADCs whose inputs are the unknowninput voltageand

two reference voltages. It also contains a latch bank and a binary encoder. There is other digital con

trol that is not shown.

The operation is as follows. Each of the 31 sub-ADCs has sampled the input at the start of the

ADC conversion. VrX and Vr2 are the taps on the resistor suing just above and below die unknown

input voltage. Each of the sub-ADCs has a 1-bit output and the threshold is set to:

"**« =Vrl +̂ p •(Yr2 -Vrl) (4.2)
CODE is between 1 and 31 inclusive. This is a subranging flash converter. The outputs from the 31

sub-ADCs then are converted to binary almost the same way diat the MSBs are done. In actuality the

same circuitry is used twice with some small additions for the second step. Also the comparators used

in both steps are the same.
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LSBs
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4.1. DAC

The DAC used to generate the two voltage references is shown in Figure 4.13. Itconsists ofthe

resistor suing used in the first step and a2-output multiplexer that selects the k^ tap to be Vrl and the

k+la tap for Vr2 for MSBcode k.

4.1.1. Resistor String

The two main design problems for the resistor string are the value ofeach resistor and the layout

needed for the desired matching.

The resistance is computed based upon die load capacitance and allowable setding time. The

effective capacitive load will be computed in Section 4.2.1.3 and is 10 pF. There is an additional 50

pF in parasitic loading. The time allotted for settling is 6.3 ns and 8time constants are needed for 10-

bit accuracy. This 0.9 ns time constant requires 15Q output resistance from the DAC. The output

resistance of the resistor-suing DAC isgreatest inthe middle of the string and is:
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A. A, A.

**«, =-T-//-X- ="f (4'3)2 2 4

Thus a*, = 60£2. Each of die 32 resistors then has a resisutnce of 1.9ft. This is too low to be practical

because the power dissipated in the resistor string would be large.
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If however the center-tap of the resistor suing is connected to a voltagesourcewhich is a virtual

ground, as shown in Figure 4.14, the maximum output resistance is now at the quarter and three-

quarter points and is reduced to:

Rt .Rt Rt

1/2Yref

Rout - —rll—7- —
4 4 8'

Thus Rt - 120Q. Each of the 32 resistors then has a resistance of 3.75ft The resistance is nowtwice

RT/2

RT/2

Rgure 4.14 - Resistor-string DAC with centertap to reduceoutput resistance

(4.4)
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as large as before.

This process can be repeated once more with voltage sources at the one-quarter, halfand three-

quarter points reducing the maximum output resistance by a factor of twoand allowing a unit resis

tance of7.5ft for a total resistance of 240ft.

4.1.1.1. Resistor Matching

The 5-bitresistor string setsdieover-all linearity of the A/D converter. Eventhough it is a 5-bit

resistor suing it needs the full 10-bit accuracy. The resistor matching for n-bit resolution with N-bit

linearity iscomputed.16

Thereference voltage, Vrtf is the voltage applied to the resistor suing endpoints.

Vrtf=+Vr-(rVr) (4.5)

The absolute value of the tap voltages, V^, are a fraction, /(rap), of the reference voltage and less

than or equal to half of it The accuracy requirement is that any tap voltage be accurate to within

±xh LSB at an N-bit level.

Vtap=f{tap)Vnf±^ (4.6)
The largest error occurs for the maximum f(tap) which is xh and occurs at the middle of the suing.

The fractional output is:

1± l
2*+1/(rap)

(4.7)

The second term in die parenthesis is die error and is — at the worst case in middle of the suing. In

y

diemiddle theratio -r^- is:
*W

^=L =V4

This ratio of voltages is the ratio of the resistance of half of the suing to the total resistance. Summing

the resistors in each term:

2N
(4.8)
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2W
(4.9)

Assume that the resistor values are normally distributed with mean, R, and standard deviation o>.

Then the sumof resistors willalso be normally distributed with a mean equal to diesumof themeans

and the standard deviation equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the standard deviations

of die resistors. If any resistor isassumed tobemade upof amean value and astandard deviation then

Ri-R + oR and Equation4.9 can be written as:

H-l

22n~lR±2 2 o>
= »/&

H-l H-l

2n-iR ±2 2 Gr +2«-J/? ±2 2 aR

The numerator and left term in the denominator are the sameterm and their sign is taken as positive.

To maximize the error effectthe negative sign is taken inthe right denominator term. With these con

ventions:

••* (4.10)

V*

-n+l _,

1+2 T = V4 1±
1 (4.11)

OrThis can besimplified toshow that —, the maximum mismatch for less than V4 LSB error is:
A

EL-2*T~N
R ~l

- *-i

EL=2~2~~i'=2 2 =
R V2V2"

(4.12)

This is where n is theresolution and N is die linearity inbits. For the case n=N,where n-bit precision

is needed widi N-bit accuracy:

-n-l
1 (4-13)

o*
For the prototype, 5-bit resolution and 10-bit precision isneeded and — is<0.23%

4.1.1.2. Resistor-String Layout

Normally the resistor suing would be made as shown in Figure 4.15a. The example is for a3-bit

fully differential ADC. Since the architecture is fully differential comparator 1uses tap 1and tap 7.
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ref

R

R

t>
R

R

R

R £>
R

(a) (b)

Figure 4.15 - Folded and unfoldedresistorstrings for MSB ADC

Each comparator needs a tap from the positive half of the suing and the negative half of die suing.

The routing requires considerable area.

If the resistor suing is folded as shown in Figure 4.15b the routing becomes much easier. The

drawback to folding is the problem of matching the resistors around the fold. They are not discrete

resistors connected by very low resistance wire buta continuous resistor with taps along it The other
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disadvantage is that the comparators are now in two banks instead of 1 column. They may mismatch

because ofgradients in processing ortheclocksignals maynotbe distributed withequal delays.

The actual resistor suing is madeup of 7.5ft resistors made of first level metal that is .15ft/D

molybdenum-titanium. This layer hadthebestmatching of polysilicon, metall and metal2. It is 35ujn

wide to get the required 10-bitmatchingandlaidout in a "snake" pattern.

The first and last resistors will mismatch the rest of the resistors since they have a contact made

to them that is different than thetaps going to thecomparators. Thisis shown in Figure 4.16a. A solu

tion is to addan extra resistor ateach end of the string. This movesthe problem out one tap. This tap

is unused so the problem is eliminated. The onlydrawback is that thevoltage reference is attenuated

2/?by —. This is not important and only causes a known gain adjustment in theoverall conversion.
Rt

42. LSB sub-ADC

The LSB ADC is madeup of 31 sub-ADCs that have a 1-bit output and threshold that can be

preset to 1 of 31 codes. Figure 4.17 shows the sub-ADC schematic. It consists of a 5-bit binary-

weighted capacitor array and a comparator. The capacitors are the same single capacitor shown in

Figure 4.4 for the first step and have sampled the input voltage in the first step. The operation is the

same as the subranging Q-R ADC in Chapter 3, Section 6 except that die bottom-plate switches are

preset to the specified code and there is only one decision made comparing Vin to

Vrl + (Vr2-Vrl)CODE.

4.2.1. Capacitor Array

The capacitor array design is similar to that of the resistor-suing in that thecapacitor values and

matching requirements are the important design issues. The capacitors in any array need 5-bit match

ing. There is die addedrequirement thatall 31 arrays match each other.
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r2 «

Vrl <

± 1 1 ,1 1
+7L :t. T. 11

X
-r XI

Switches set

to "Code"

Figure 4.17 - LSB sub-ADC using 5-bit capacitor array
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4.2.1.1. Capacitor Matching

The capacitor matching in an array is analogous to the resistor-string matching analysis of Sec

tion 4.1.1.1.

Qc 1

C V2V2"
(4.14)

With this analysis the capacitors mismatch in value within la so 68.3% of the fabricated single arrays

will have the required matching. However each working die needs 31 arrays with all matching to

within la.

4.2.1.2. MultipleCapacitor-Array Matching

When — <—W 68.3% of the single arrays fabricated will match. Thus for every 1-bit
C V2>/2n

increase in resolution and precision — must decrease by afactor of -^.

To find the "equivalent matching" for all 31 arrays to match let A: be the probability that 1array

has the required matching and the 31 arrays have the same 68.3% chance of all matching.

(*)31 =0.683 (415>
k = 0.9877. This corresponds to 3.24a. Now rather than using "1-sigma matching", "3.24-sigma

matching" is required so ^-must decrease by j^-. Let mbe the equivalent matching needed.



1 Oc 1

3.24 C " V2^"
Oc

Substituting Equation 4.14 for — and simplifying:

2m=(3.24)2-2'1

2fa(3.24)
m =n +

ln(2)
= n+3.40

Thus for5-bitmatching in all31 arrays the capacitors needtheequivalent of 8.4-bitmatching.

This matching is easily attainable in the process used with minimum size capacitors. The unit

capacitors are 9.2pm x 9.2 urn. With acapacitance of 0.07 fF/u2 each unit capacitor is 59 fF and the

31-capacitor array is 1.8 pFtotal. The capacitor-array layout is shown symbolically in Hgure 4.18. It

is quasi-common-centroid with capacitors 16C and 8C split into twoequal parts and placed on oppo

site sides of thearray with theunit capacitors, 2Cand 4Ccapacitors placed in thecenter. Thearray is

then surrounded by dummy capacitors so that die edge etching is the same for allof thecapacitors in

the array.

Figure 4.18 - Capacitor-array layout surrounded by dummy capacitors
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(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)
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The capacitorconstruction is a bottom plate of metall, a combination oxide and nitride dielectric

and a metal2 top plate. The contact to the top plate is made with a via finom metal2. Since only 8-bit

accuracy is needed problems with nitride in the dielectric such as dielectric relaxation or residual

polarizationshould not be significant

4.2.1.3. Capacitor-Array Load

When the LSB conversion is startedall 31 capacitorarraysare placed in parallel and loading the

DAC outputs. The total capacitance is the sum of the capacitance of the 31 arrays. Each array is

preset to one of the codes from 1 to 31 so its capacitance is the series combination of two capacitorsof

value CODE and 32-CODE.

i=31

Cu,lai= 2X//(32-i)C (4.19)
«=i

which is:

^iC02-i)C
^total ~ 2- yTZ (4.20)

This can be simplified since the summation is symmetric

<C(32-i)Ci=15

Ctotal ~ 2* 2
i=l

With 59 fF unit capacitorsCmal - 10 pF.

32C +i32^=170*5C (4*21)

4.2.1.3.1. Capacitor-Array Settling Time

When the 31 capacitorarraysare switched to the resistorsuing at the startof the second step the

charge on the capacitors must redistribute. The time needed to setde is not as severe as if the arrays

were being charged since diey are already precharged to Vin which is close to Vrl and Vr2 where they

will be when die charge is redistributed.

For a simple R-C circuit with an initial voltage on the capacitor,V(0), die output voltage is:

Vout{t) =V*[l - e-"x] +V(0)e-n (4.22)
Grouping terms this is:
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V0ut«)= [V(0)~ Vfa] e-*rt+V* (4.23)
LetV(0) = VrlandV6l=Vr2=Vri + AVr. Then V(0)-Vfa =-AVr.

^(0 = ^-AVre^ (4.24)

Tosee how many time constants are needed setVout (t) - Vu. = xh LSB = „ .v., and AVr =-£-.
' w 2*1024 32

Less than 5 time constants (almost 4) are needed for this. If the capacitor array was uncharged it

would require 8 time constants to setde to 0.035% of its final value which is less than a xh LSB at a

10-bitlevel. Since the array is precharged to VM, 3 time constants are saved.

43. 2-Output Analog Multiplexer

The 2-output analog multiplexer gets the MSB code from the first decision and connects

tap(MSB) to Vri and tap(MSB+l) to Vr2. These voltages are also referred to as Vn and V^+i where

l^n+tl>KI • In addition the complementary taps, V„'+i and V„\ for the negative side are needed since

die architecture is fully differential. As before the IV '̂+j |>|Vj for the complementary voltages. Thus 4

outputsareneeded. The simplest multiplexerschemewould be four independentmultiplexers.

4.3.1. Binary Tree Multiplexer

A simple multiplexeris die binary treedesign shown in Figure 4.19. Its largest disadvantage is

the large series resistance it presents since there are k switches in series from an input to the output

when there 2* inputs. With a60 pF load and 5ns allotted for setding to5time constants the resistance

mustbe less than 17Q. including a switchto thecapacitor andthe resistor suing resistance.

A MOS transistor in the ohmicregion has the following Id versusV& relationship:

h=YT[2(V8S~v,)Vdt~vi] (4'26)
In the ohmic region die first term is much greater thandie second so:

Vds
The "on resistance", /?„„, is -r—

*d

,=="2"r[2(^"v')v,<fr] (4-27)
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1

*f(v„-v,) <4-28>
AnN-channel switch with 160 pm /1.6 pm W/L and 1.5 V (Vgs-Vt) will have 1.1 kQ. resistance.

Having five switches with this large 5.5 kQ resistance in series will slow down the conversion

too much.

A second disadvantage is that it requires a binary input This would slow down the ADC since

the binary output is the last thing determined in the MSB conversion. As soon as die thermometer

code is converted to 1-of-n code the LSB conversion could be started.
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432. Linear Multiplexer

Hie oppositeof a binarytree multiplexer is the linear multiplexershown in Figure 420. It con

sists of k switches, one firom each input to a common output line. It has the advantage that the series

resistance is firom only one switch and it uses the "1-of-n" code as the selecting input To get the

required 17 Q resistance the P-switches need to have a 1280um /1.6 pm W/L and a 400 pm /1.6 um

W/L for the N-devices.

There is a big limitation in that the output is loaded by the parasitic junction capacitance of 33

switches. The junction capacitance ofa switch shown in Figure4.21a is given by:

Cy=4.4WC/ +C^(4.4W +8.8) (4.29)

Cj =0.5 fF /p.2 and C^ =0.38 fFI\i at zero bias. This 400 pm / 1.6 pm N-channel switch will have

IN4

EST3

IN2

DSfl

AB

1

AB

_L
n
AB

AB

1

Figure 4.20 - Linear multiplexer

OUT
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1.5 pF of parasitic junction capacitance and all 33 of them will have 50 pF. This is clearly much too

large a load and it is over 3 times worse for the P-channel switches.

Figure 4.21b shows the same width device made by folding the switch upon itself once and shar

ing the source between the two halves. Its junction capacitance is:

1W- f\4AWCj +C^(8.8)

It is approximately half of the unfolded junction capacitance. Devices with a large width are very rec

tangular and can be folded many times to make them closer to a square. Notice that the edges not

adjacent to a gate have wasted capacitance. If the "folding" was done in two dimensions the maximum

amount of gate width for the minimum source capacitance will be obtained. This is the "checker

board" or "waffle" layout in Figure 4.21c. The junction capacitance has very little influence from the

parasitic sidewall component and the result is:

(4.30)
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4.4WC/ (4.31)

It has less than one quarter the capacitance of the unfolded layout. This smicture is used for the large

multiplexer switches.

Even with the junction capacitance lowering by a factor of four using the checker-board layout

the lineardecoderhas too much parasitic junctioncapacitance.

433. 2-Level Linear Multiplexer

The binary tree decoder had too much resistance and the linear decoder had too much capaci

tance. A compromise between the two architectures is a 2-level linear multiplexer shown in Figure

422. It consists of 4 linear decoders doing the first selection and then another 4 input linear multi

plexerto the final selection. Notethat4, notthe2 shown, are needed sincethere are 4 outputs.
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43.4. Reducing Multiplexer Redundancy

Although the 2-level linear multiplexer helped to alleviate the on-resistance and capacitive load

ing problems of the arrangement of Figure 4.19 or 4.20 with 4 full multiplexers it is clearly inefficient

and a waste of area. The first improvement is to recognize that the multiplexers that select the positive

taps and the multiplexers that select the complementary taps (for the differential architecture) arc
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exclusive (except for the ground tap) and each can be cut in half. This is shown in Hgure 4.23. All

that needs to be done is to be able to select which output is the higher potential. This can be done in

the second step. Thus each multiplexer can have half of the inputs and half of the parasitic loading

capacitance. (Note: 2 multiplexers are in Hgure 4.23.4 are needed.)
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The next improvement is to notice that the multiplexer that selects the inputs for Vw+1 selects

taps that are always one tap away firom the multiplexer that selects the VH taps. Thus each multiplexer

can again have half ofthe inputs (half ofthe parasitic loading capacitance) and select alternate taps as

shown in Figure 4.24. (Note: 2multiplexers are in Figure 4.24.4 are needed.)
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TTie problem is that multiplexer 1selects V„+i and multiplexer 2selects VH. This is fine for even

inputs,K+J>W. ButforoddinputsK+il<W. They could be switched with the switches shown in

Figure 4.25 butthis adds more series resistance.

CROSS

INI OUT1

CROSS

IN2 OUT2

T

CROSS

Figure 4.25 - Line reversal switches

Another solution is to examine the effect of switching Vn+1 and Vn. The binary-weighted capacitor-

array sub-ADC of Figure 4.17 isrepeated here inFigure 4.26.



n+1

" 1 1 1 1 1 1 „Y«16C_ 8C 4C 2C C__ C J-

1111 i 1 r l r Switches set

to "00011"

v„ ♦

Rgure 4.26 - Binary-weighted capacitor-array sub-ADC
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The key point is that itis preset for acode, say 00011. That means capacitors 16C, 8C, 4C and one of

the units, C, are connected to Vn and capacitors 2C and Care connected to Vn+I. If the roles of Vn+X

and Vn are reversed as shown in Figure 4.27 then 16C, 8C, 4C and 1unit Care connected to Vn+l and

capacitors 2C and Care connected to VH. This configuration is preset to code 11101.

v 111111 MVin'«-|- "-r- *-r- *-•- c-r CT _Cl
+ ° \i ? N J > ¥ \ ft

-b

; J 1 i Switches set

to "11101"

Vn4.i 4

Figure 4.27 - Code inversion when Vn+1 and Vn are reversed

Thus for "odd" inputs to the multiplexer Vn+l and Vn arc reversed and the preset code ofeach sub-

ADC is complemented and 1is added. Thus the sub-ADCs are now preset as shown in Figure 4.28.
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v*
"T"

Latch

Bank
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Binary
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k LSBs

"^ Output

ADC set to Code 00001

\ INCREASING
\ CODES

Vr2 • \/
-r

ADC set to Code 11111

i
i .I

Figure 4.28 - Sub-ADCs in reversed mode

Now the thermometer code starts at the top and goes down. Todecode this a second thermometer to

1-of-n decoder that decodes from top to bottom isadded and its outputs are selected when needed.

Figure 4.29 shows both multiplexer schemes being used. There are four multiplexers each with

one quarter of the number of inputs of the full multiplexers originally used. The second level decode

takes the four outputs and correcdy determines which is Vn+l and VH and which are their complements.

4.3.4.1. First-level Multiplexer

Figure 4.30 shows one quarter ofthe full first level multiplexer. The resistor suing has been bro

ken into 4 sections ofeight resistors. Each section has a 4-input and a 5-input multiplexer selecting

alternate taps. Table 4.1 has the MSB code in the first column and the other 4columns indicate which

line is Vn+l and V„ for the "positive" array and for the complementary "negative" array. The table also

indicates which switch is turned on in die multiplexer.
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Figure 4.29 - Multiplexers selecting alternate taps and positive and negative inputs
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MSB P-anay N-array
CODE vH V^i V* V»+x

0 s2-A sl-Ap S35-D s36-Dp
2 s4-A s3-Ap s33-D s34-E^>
4 s6-A s5-Ap s31-D s32-I^)

-6 s8-A s7-Ap S29-D s30-Dp

8 sll-B slO-Bp s26-C s27-Cp
10 S13-B sl2-Bp S24-C s25-Cp
12 S15-B sl4-Bp s22-C s23-Q)
14 sl7-B sl6-Bp S20-C s21-Q)

16 sl9-Cp s20-C sl8-Bp S17-B

18 s21-Cp S22-C sl6-Bp S15-B

20 s23-Cp s24-C sl4-Bp S13-B

22 s25-Cp S26-C sl2-Bp sll-B

24 s28-Dp S29-D s9-Ap s8-A

26 s30-Dp S31-D s7-Ap s6-A

28 s32-Dp s33-D s5-Ap s4-A

30 s34-Dp S35-D s3-Ap s2-A

1 s3-Ap s2-A s34-Dp S35-D

3 s5-Ap s4-A s32-Dp S33-D

5 s7-Ap s6-A s30-Dp S31-D

7 s9-Ap s8-A s28-Dp S29-D

9 sl2-Bp sll-B s25-Cp S26-C

11 sl4-Bp S13-B s23-Cp S24-C

13 sl6-Bp sl5-B s21-Cp S22-C

15 sl8-Bp S17-B sl9-Cp S20-C

17 s20-C s21-Cp S17-B sl6-Bp
19 s22-C s23-Cp S15-B sl4-Bp
21 S24-C s25-Cp S13-B sl2-Bp
23 S26-C s27-Cp sll-B slO-Bp

25 S29-D s30-Dp s8-A s7-Ap
27 S31-D s32-Dp s6-A s5-Ap
29 S33-D s34-Dp s4-A s3-Ap
31 S35-D s36-Dp s2-A sl-Ap
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Table4.1. Multiplexer switches and output lines for MSB code.

There are 36 switches in the full multiplexer. Any time a "positive" side switch (P-array) is on

sois itscomplementary "negative" switch (N-array) thus only 18 control lines are needed.
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43.4.1.1. First-level Multiplexer Control Lines

The 18 control lines, CI through C18, are generated from the MSBs. Table 4.2 shows the MSB

code and control lines that need to be activated.

CONTROL SWITCHES MSB CODES

LINE

CI sl,s36 0,31
C2 s2,s35 0,1,31,30
C3 s3,s34 1,2,30,29
C4 s4,s33 2,3,29,28

C5 s5,s32 3,4,28,27
C6 s6,s31 4,5,27,26
C7 s7,s30 5,6,26,25
C8 s8, s29 6,7,25,24

C9 s9,s28 7,24

CIO slO, s27 8,23

Cll . sll,s26 8,9,23,22
C12 sl2,s25 9,10,22,21
C13 sl3,s24 10,11,21,20
C14 sl4,s23 11,12,20,19
C15 sl5,s22 12,13,19,18
C16 sl6,s21 13,14,18,17
C17 sl7,s20 14,15,17,16
C18 sl8,sl9 1 15,16

Table 4.2 Control lines and switches for MSB codes

Looking at the table the Cx signal can be generated from 4-input OR gates whose inputs are the out

puts ofthe 1-of-n decoder. However it is preferred to use 4-input NAND gates and inverted inputs.

43.4.2. Second-level Multiplexer

The second level multiplexer shown in Figure 4.31 consists of4 switches labeled AN, BN, CN

and DN. The multiplexer's output is the bottom plate ofa capacitor in the array. Although there are 8

outputs from the 4 first-level multiplexers only 4need to be decoded in the second step. Ifthe capaci

tor gets code 1it gets the 4 VH+i lines to decode. If the code is 0 itdecodes the Vn lines. Table 4.3

lists the switch (AN, BN, CN, DN) and the lines it could connect to for the two arrays. Note that for

"odd" codes the meaning of Vn and VB+1 are reversed.



P-array N-array
Switch V. vm« V. V.*

AN A Ap D Dp
BN B Bp C Cp
CP Cp C Bp B
DP Dp D Ap A

Table 43. V„+1 and Vm lines for switches AN, BN, CN and DN
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The line from each capacitor must be connected to line Vn+l or Vn depending if that capacitoris

coded for a one or a zero. This could be very tedious work in doing the layout since there are 4 con

nections per capacitor, 5 capacitors in each array, 31 arrays in the "positive" set and the same 620 (4 x

5 x 31 ) connections for the "negative" set. Any misplaced connection would keep the ADC from

operating properly and any change in the layout might necessitate the connections being made again.

The chance of an errorand the tedium dictated that a program be written to automate the layout of the

connections. The connection to the VH+l or Vn line was made as shown in Figure 4.31.
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43.4.2.1. Automated Line Connection Program

Each of 31 sub-ADC cells differs by the code that it is set to. To automatically generate each

cell a master cell was copied tothesub-cell and the program puts inthevias tosetthecode. Appendix

A lists the program andexplainsits operation.

43.4.2.2. Control signals for Second-level Multiplexer

Figure 4.31 of the second level multiplexer showed four control lines, AN, BN, CN, and DN.

One of which must be activated for the second-step LSBs conversion. Table 4.4 lists the MSB codes

and the control line for each array that must be activated.

Codes Control Line

0-7

8-15

16-23

24-31

AN

BN

CN

DN

Table 4.4 Bitcell control line for each MSB code

An 8-input OR gate with inputs connected to the 1-of-n codes asshown in Figure 4.32.

8-input OR gates are justabrute-force solution and impractical to implement A better way is to check

the thermometer code andsee whatquarter of theresistor string the inputvoltage lies in. Forexample,

line AN is active forcodes less than or equal to 7. Line BN is active forcodes less thanor equal to 15

and greater than or equalto 8, etc. Figure 4.33 showsthe simple logicneeded to do this.
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43.4.2.3. Second-level Multiplexer, Input and Tap Switches

Thecapacitor in Figure 4.4 used to sample the input voltage is actually thearray with all of the

capacitors connected in parallel. The second-level analog multiplexer has two more switches as

shown in Figure 4.34. The two new switches are to sample theinput voltage andconnect thecapacitor

to the resistor-string taps for the first-step MSB conversion.

The switches are desired to have an on-resistance of 300 Q.and have W/Ls of 51 Jim / 1.6 urn

for the N-channel switches and have a W/L of 164 ujn / 1.6 urn for the P-channel input sampling

switches. The first-decision tap switches have 240Q. of on resistance and W/Ls of 64 urn / 1.6 Jim

and 205 ujn /1.6 ujn for the N and P switches respectively.

5. High-Speed, High-Gain Comparator

The comparator is the heartof any ADC andoften determines just howwell the ADC will work.

Although it hasbeen shown symbolically asjustanamplifier italso contains a latch andadditional cir

cuitry so that with the capacitorarray it can perform thesamplc-and-hold function.
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5.1. Specifications

The comparator design centered on meeting several specifications. Comparator gain is usually

about 2" as a rule-of-'thumb. This is so that it can amplify a voltage that is less than one-half of an

LSB up to a fraction of the supply voltage that can then be stored in a latch. Here a gain of 1000 is

desired.

The comparator speed has two components, the open-loop response when amplifying and the

closed-loop response whencanceling its offset voltage. In the initial ADC design for a 10-Msample/s

conversion rate 10 ns was allotted foroffset cancellation and 10 ns for comparator decision making.

The comparator architecture had the constraint of being fully differential and its input noise

must be less than one-half of an LSB so as not to make a false decision.

Many approaches have been taken to high-speed comparator design. Here the design centered

on optimizing the numberof gain stages needed for the fastest decision making, then the stagedesign,

the sample-and-hold portion and finally the latch.
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5.2. Amplifier versus Latch Consideration

The comparator will have a latch to store the resultof the comparison. What needs to be deter

mined is whether the latch can be used as the comparator or should an amplifier precede the latch. A

determination can be made by comparing the time responsesof both.

A positive feedback latch has the followingtransfer function:

V^t)
= e'tt (4.32)

A single-poleamplifierwith the same timeconstant, t, anda DC gain,A, has the time response:

vout(t)
Vu

=A[l-<T<rt] (4.33)

V (t)The gain is time dependent. It is defined to be —^— and plotted in Figure 4.35 for A=10. For time
"in

less than 2x and greater than O.lx the amplifieroutput is greater than the latch output. Approximately

2x is allotted for comparatordecisionsthus the amplifier willgive more gain than the latch and will be

used as the "comparator". A latch is still required to store the result.

10

Gain

1 1 i i T—r

A=10

x = Stage Time

Constant

Figure 4.35 - Latch and amplifier gain versus time
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S3. Optimum Number of ComparatorGain Stages

Given thatthecomparator isanamplifier, theoptimum number of stages for thefastest response

must be determined. Conceptually this is shown in Figure 4.36. Here there are n gain stages each

with gain A. The total gain is G =A". Note that n is justa variable and nota number of bits in this

case. Eachstageis assumed to have a gain-bandwidth product, GBW, that is a constant, but gain can

be traded for bandwidth. Three models and methods will be used to determine the number of stages

needed. The first is a simplegain-bandwidth product optimization, the second is a frequency-domain,

phase-delay computation and the third computes the time-domain delay for an n-stage cascade of

single-pole amplifiers.

5.3.1. Optimum Number of Comparator Gain Stages: Gain-Bandwidth Product Tradeoff

This method of finding the optimum number of comparator stages for the fastest decision com

putes the time for a decision and minimizes it with respect to the number of stages, n. With the previ

ous assumptions:

GBW = (4.34)

Here x = 1-stage delay (1 / stage bandwidth). Then / = n-stage delay = nx is the comparison time

nGVn
f =

GBW
(4.35)

dt .
To minimize the comparison time with respect to the number of stages — is computed, set equal to

an

1

f^>
n

Figure 4.36 - n-stage comparator



zero and n is found.

dt_
dn

= 0 => n=ln(G)

Exponentiating the result and using G = A*:
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(4.36)

e*=G=A* .\A=e (4.37)

The two importantresults are that the optimumnumberof stages for the fastest response is n = In (G)

and the gain per stage A = e.

532. Optimum Number of Comparator Stages: Frequency-Domain Model

The n-stage comparator delay can also be found inthe frequency domain17 and minimized with

respect to the number of stages. Assume that phase, $(<*>). is a measure of the stage delay. For a

single-pole stage with -3 dB bandwidth, co0:

<|>(o)) = tan— tan-1 0)

©0

For n stages in a cascade:

(0-i<t>(co) = n tan

The "delay", D, of the n-stage comparator is -j*-.

co0

ntOo
D =

d(0
1 +

(0 0)0 0)2 +0)q2
0)0

dD
To minimize the delay, D, find —r- and set it equal to 0.

an

dn
-n

(0>2+tfl0.)_-2(002_-

2^,.» 2\2(0)^+0)0^

n^((co2W)-2o)o2]
(0)2+0)02)

0)0

(0)2+0)02)

+ o)0 = 0

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

= 0
(4.41)

(4.42)
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n^^-coo2) +GJrfcoW) =0 (4.43)
an

8<Oo_ (Op^+coo2) (444)
3/i ^(o^-Oo2)

From the definition ofGBW, GW =G1/B(0o, and o>o =GW G"l/W and -r- can also becalculated.

do)o-^ =GBW
an

SettingEquation4.44 equal to Equation4.45.

»-!/» ln(G)

n2

GBiyG-1/H/n(G) _ Q)o(o)2+o)o2) GW G^ol-HOo2)
n2 n^-coo2) n^-Oo2)

(4.45)

(4.46)

MZUI^L (4.47)
n (0)2-0)o)

(0)02-fl)2)n=//»(G) °2 ' (4.48)
(ov + or)

ForEquation 4.48 tohave meaning o)o2 > to2 since G > 1. The equation also gives an upper bound on

n since as 0)approaches co0, n approaches 0. To find the upperlimitset co = 0. Then n -ln{G). This

is the same result of Section 5.3.1, Equation4.36 using the gain-bandwidth tradeoff model.

533. Optimum Number of Comparator Stages: Time-Domain Solution

The previous two methods for determining the optimum number of comparatorstages for the

fastestdecision have not dealt with the comparator sealing to a final value. They have just dealt witha

delay that was not defined by any limits. Whatis wanted is for the optimization and be able to define

the delay as the time until the comparatorreaches some fractionof its finalvalue.

To do this assume each stage can be modeled with a single-pole response.

H(S)=—-^- (4.49)

Then the n-stage transfer function is the following:

For a step input, the output is:

fW-JiS^L (4.50,
(s+w0)n



s s (s + <a0)*

Hie timeresponse is found by taking theinverse Laplace transform of Equation 4.51.18

\*1

v~<t)=v*K l-e
k\

Thensubstitute T^ for t and V„f for V^,. Then 7/^ is solved for.

Tgcg = In
"* 0)0

1-
req i . f^Kr^)*'

+ —In
0)0 *=0Ao"V

Even though 7^ is defined implicitly this equation gives the time, TMq, for theamplifier cascade to

reach a given output voltage, Vnq, with n stages. What is desired is to differentiate it with respect to

thenumber of stages, n, to minimize Tacq. However n appears inthe upper limit of thesummation and

that precludes differentiation. Approximations can bemade18 butmore insight can begained by going

backto Equation 4.52 for theoutput voltage. Figure 4.37a shows theoutput voltage asa percentage of

its final value versus time for n-stage amplifiers. A latch will follow the comparator stages and give

it!
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(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.53)

-I——t—f—"f-T"

12 3 4

Time(x)

(a)

Time

•

012345678 910
Number of Stages

(b)

Figure 4.37 - n-stage comparator time response
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gain. Ifone time constant isallotted tothe latch itwill have again ofe. Thus consider the comparator

amplification complete when it gets to —of its final value as shown by the dotted line in the graph.

The time to reach the dotted line versus the number of stages is plottedin Figure 4.37b. The fastest

response is for 6 stages. This is almost the same as the result of Section 53.1 and Section 5.3.2

evaluated here:

n=/n(G) = /n(1000) = 6.9 (4.54)

However the curve is flat for 3 to 10 stages. It is concluded that 3 stages is best since it is only about

0.6x slower and saves 50% of the comparatorareaand power compared to 6 stages.

5.4. 3-Stage Comparator

In the past 1 or 2-stage comparators were used since they could be compensated for closed-loop

stability. However compensating a 3-stage comparator is much harder and the possibility of oscilla

tion exists. This possibility can be eliminated with the configurationof Figure4.38. Here the 3 stages

are capacitively coupled and the feedback switches close the loop around each stage independently.

Thus the offset of each stage is stored at its input A second advantage is that by implementing the
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timing developed by Allstot19 the charge-injection error from the first stage can be canceled if the

ADC has an external S/H. When FBO opens its charge-injection error is a voltageon capacitors Cvl

and Cv2 that is amplified by the first stage and storedon capacitors Cv3 and Cv4 before the other feed

back switches are opened. The experimental results of canceling the charge injection error are in

Chapter 8, Section 2.1.1.1.

5.5. Comparator Gain Stage

The general comparator requirements are that each stage needs a gain of 10, a 35 MHz

bandwidth, mustbe able to cancel its offset to under 1 mV in less than 10 ns and mustnot use CMFB.

Many gain-stage architectures were studied20 and the design shown in Figure 4.39 was chosen. The

stage is made upof a differential-pair input, current source and cascodes toreduce the Miller capaci

tance at the input The loads are diode-connected transistors. They are just resistors so the common-

modeoutputvoltage is just set by thebiascurrent andthe load resistance.

53.1. Open-Loop Design

Thegain is the input-stage transconductance times theoutput resistance.

_ gmx ^\y.nWxILx ..

This gives a gain of^T6. To increase the gain the input transistor's uansconductance is increased by a

factor of ^10 by injecting a large current into them from the P-channel current sources to give an

overall gain of 10 for the stage.

The response is basically single-pole and the pole is located at the output node. The amplifier

has a 35 MHz bandwidth and a 4.5 ns time constant.

5.5.2. Closed-Loop Design: S/H

In closed loopoperation theamplifier must cancel itsoffset andwith thecapacitor array act as a

sample-and-holdamplifieras shown in Figure 4.40.
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Rgure 4.39 - Comparator gain-stage schematic
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-Yout

For a full-scale 2.5 V sinewave input and a maximum input frequency of 4.2 MHz,

ViH=Vrjsiranft:

dt
= 6.6X107 (V/s) (4.56)

The capacitor array is 1.6 pF and the current required from the amplifier to follow the input voltage is

dV
I = C— = 1.1 mA. This is a very large current for the amplifier to provide. A solution is to add an

offset storingcapacitorand a top-plate grounding switch as shown in Figure4.41. In this configuration

the 1.6 pF capacitor array, Ca, is charged through the large switch, SI, while the comparator stores its

offset voltageon the much smaller200 fF capacitor Cv. Since the top-plate grounding switch has its

source grounded the sampling is not input-voltage dependent.

5.5.2.1. Feedback Switch

The feedback switch is a 12.6 ujn / 1.6 um PMOS device. It is PMOS rather than NMOS since

the quiescent output voltage of the amplifier is about +1.35 V and an NMOS switch would have a

smallVgs - V, resulting ina largeresistance.
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Figure 4.41 - S/H with top-plate grounding switch

5.53. Reset Switch

After the MSB decision is made most of the comparators will be in a saturated state and the

recovery time before making the LSBs decision will be quite slow. The addition of a reset switch tied

to the two comparator outputs is shown in Figure 4.39. After the first decision the switch is turned on

to quickly bring the outputs back to a 0 V differential. This switch is an 4.4 pm / 1.6 ujn NMOS dev

ice. Although the quiescent output voltage is +1.35 V, in a saturated state one of the outputs will go

farnegative and thedevice will have a large Vgs - V, and low resistance. It's notuntil theoutputs get

closeto0 V thatVgs - V, decreases andtheswitch resistance increases.

5.5.4. Noise Sources

kT
There are two important noise sources, — noise from the S/H switch and the comparator input

kT
noise. The — noise from the top-plate grounding switch is 48 uV. The comparator input noise is

from the input devices and cascodes is dominated by 1/f noise and is 0.65 mV in the comparator

bandwidth.
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5.5.5. Bias Supplies

Three bias voltagesareneeded for the comparator. They aregenerated with the circuitof Figure

4.42. Each voltage is the drop across a diode-connected transistor. The current supplying device in

series with it could be replaced by another diode connected transistor but this configuration is more

sensitive to Vt changes. This implementation provides a large Vgt that tends to swamp outany small

changesin Vt. Bypass capacitors were included to stabilize the biasvoltageline when the comparator

had a transient The bias voltages were also brought out to pins so that they could be externally

adjusted it needed.

5.5.6. Layout

The comparator layout one of the mostcritical parts of the chip layout Care was takento make

it symmetrical. The layout is shown in Figure 4.43. The input transistors have been split into two

parts and are in a common-centroid configuration toreduce their offsetvoltage. Their interconnection

has been matched to make theirgateconnection parasitic capacitances equal. All of the gates,except

Vdd = 2.5 V

16.8 —» 4.4

2.0

—» 3.6 »

1.6 2.4

Bias N• ,Bias p•••'

3.6

«—

39.6

<—

3.6

12.8 «9.2 3.2

Vss = -2.5V

Figure 4.42 - Comparator bias generator circuit
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•HI

•Ml

Figure 4.43 - Comparator layout

the reset switch gate, areperpendicular to theaxis of symmetry so thata shift in the polysilicon or dif

fusion masks could not cause a mismatch in the two halves. 20 tun wide metal lines were used for

Vdd and Vss to minimize their voltage drop.
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5.5.7. Simulation Results

Rgure 4.44 shows the DC transfer function of one comparator stage. The small signal gain is

-22. The output resistance is 10kCl. The frequence response and phase are in Figures 4.45 and4.46.

The transient response of one stageis shown in Figure 4.47. Forthe singlestagein the first 20 ns a 10

mV offset is being canceled. Then at 20 ns a 10mV input is applied. Table 4.5 summarizes the simu

lated comparator results.
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Rgure 4.44 - Comparator stage DC transfer function
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Figure 4.47 - Transient response of one comparatorstage

Comparator staee simulation

Power-supply Voltage ±2.5V

Power lmW

Open-loop Gain -22

-3 dB bandwidth 35 MHz

Unity-gain bandwidth 700 MHz

Phase Margin 35°

Table 4.5 One comparator stage simulated response.
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5.6. Latch

The lastcomparator stage is followed by the strobed latch2 shown in Figure 4.48. This latch has

input transistorsMl and M2. There are two latchinghalves. First the NMOS devices at the input and

then the PMOS loads. In reset mode the strobe is low and transistors M9 and MIO are off

strobe/reset

+vtaH

M7

6.4

1.6

Ml

3.6

1.6

Vdd = +Z5V

Vsso-Z5V

Figure4.48 - Analog latch

M8

64

1.6

M2

3.6

1.6

h"
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disconnecting the input from the load. M7 and M8 pull the outputshigh while any input voltage pulls

the drains of M3 and M4 low. When the strobe goes high the two halves are connectedand the posi

tive feedback latching occurs. In a conventional latch the time constant is ClgMt but in this case there

C
are 2 latching elements so the time constant.decreases to -. The simulated results are in

gmN+gmP

Table 4.6. As with the comparator the layout is symmetric with matched parasitic capacitances and

gates perpendicular to the axis of symmetry.

Latch simulated performance

Power-supply Voltage ±2.5V

Power (DC) OmW

Minimum Input Signal 10 mV

Delay time (VOItf=3.8V) 5 ns

Reset time 3 ns

Table 4.6



CHAPTER 5

Prototype Controller

1. Introduction

The main functionof the controllerand test board was to generate the 12 clock signals needed to

run the ADC. Extreme versatility was desired. The repetition rate, phase and pulse widthof the clock

signals had to be varied to get the maximum conversion rate with minimumerror. The board also sup

plied bypassed powerand biasesas wellas outputdata latches,downsampled data latchesand a DAC.

1.1. Timing Requirements

Extreme flexibility in the ADC timing was needed. Although the ADC runs at a 5-Msample/s

rate, testing was to begin at 1-Msample/sec, and 10 or 15-Msample/sec rates had to be provided for.

To eliminate any setUing-timeeffects the ADC was even tested at 100 ksamples/sec. Figure 5.1 shows

the ADC timing diagram for 5-MsampIe/secoperation. The extreme flexibility required that all clock

edges be able to be set withinabout2-3%of the clockperiod with 2 ns as the minimumtime increment

with 10-Msampie/secoperation.

12. Previous Clock Generators

Two methods had been used in the past to generate similar clocks. The first used a digital word

generator. This is commercially available or can be built. It operates by programming into memory

the value, high or low, of each clock signalat every time increment These words are then read out of

the memory and used as the clocks. This offers extreme flexibility and is easily changed by repro-

gramming the memory. The drawback is that to get 2 ns resolution the memory must be clocked with a

2 ns period, that is at 500 MHz. Commercial generatorsoperate at least 10 times slower and building

one would be unfeasible.
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Rgure5.1 - ADC timing diagram for 5-Msample/sec operation

A second scheme is based on pulse counting. Programmable counters are set to count a master

clock until the start of a desired clock edge and another counts for its on time. This again has the

needed flexibility butalsorequires thesame 500MHz clock rate soit is unfeasible.
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13. Delay Line Method

Delay lines are available with taps at .5ns to 1000 ns intervals. Thus if a 5 MHz signal is pro

pagated down a line with 2 nstaps, 10 outputs can beprovided with delays of 2,4,... 20ns. This gives

the needed 2 ns resolution andthe highest clockrate is the 5 MHz conversion rate. The basic way of

generating a pulse with arbitrary delay and width is shown in Figure 5.2.21 A variable-rate pulse is

propagated down the delay line. SW1 (SW2) selects the tap for the rising (falling) edgeandthatgoes

to the "set" ("reset") inputof the R-S flip flop, the result is the desired clock. Thus the delay line taps

select the delay and pulse width while the pulsegenerator sets the overallrepetition rate. To get lower

speed operation longer delay lines were used. The clocks had the same phase and duty cycle but were

lower frequency. Many of the clocks were not simple pulses but they could be generated from a basic

pulse, or its complement, and could be "anded" or "ored" with another pulse to generate complex

clocks of more than one pulse per period.

IN Jl

OUT

DELAY

AAAAAAAAAA
SWl 1SW9

R

Q
S

— OUT

n

Figure 5.2 - Basic Pulse generator
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1.4. Test Board

The test board also provided other support for the ADC. The digital output was latched at the

sample rate. Then it was downsampledby a factor of 2 to 4095 and latched again. This allowed the

ADC to run at a rate faster than the Sun computer taking the data for testing. A DAC on the ADC out

put gave a quick qualitative check of the ADC operation. A jumper area was provided so that the

DAC inputs could be connected to the ADC outputs arbitrarily. If the bits were connected MSB to

MSB and LSB to LSB the standard transfer curve is obtained. However as they are shifted and the

ADC MSBs dropped, repeated staircases are obtained and thisgives more resolution in checking the

DNL.

The clock outputs werealso buffered to drive a cable and probe-card for testing wafers before

packaging.



CHAPTER 6

ADC Testing

1. Introduction

An ideal ADC transfer curve along with nonlinearity errors is shown in Figure 6.1. The object

of testing is to measure the ADC's transfer curve as accurately as possible under actual operating con

ditions. Although the ADC transfer curve shows the relationship between the analog input and the

digital output there are other factors that influence the digital output such as power supply noise and

noise internal to the ADC. A second consideration is the sample-to-sample timing errors which don't

manifest themselves as errors in the static transfer function but are errors.

The most common ADC test is to measure the transfer curve statically. There are many ways to

do this but they suffer from reliance upon other ADCs or DACs. Moreover, they are static measure

ments and often have little relationship to the ADC's real performance under dynamic conditions.

Many dynamic tests measure some quantity related to what the ADC is being used for. These

include differential gain and differential phase22*23 that are important for NTSC video encoding.

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be measured either digitally through a DFT of the output codes of a

digitized sinewave or in the analog domain on a D/A converted and reconstructed sinewave. This is a

popular test since SNR is so universallyknown. Other tests include noise-power ratio, beat frequency

tests, sinewave curve fitting and fast Fourrier transform (FFT) based results such as intermodulation

distortion.

Most of these test results can be derived from the ADC transfer curve if it could be measured

under thesame dynamic test conditions. Now with code-density testing24 based upon a histogram of

the ADC output codes, the ADC transfer curve can be accurately measured under dynamic operating

conditions.
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Analog

Input

1.1. ADC Errors

There arecommon errors thatshow upin theADC transfer function. These areoffset, gain, dif

ferential nonlinearity (DNL) and integral nonlinearity (INL). An offset is a shift in the ADC transfer

curve. This error is usually unimportant for an ADC except in an instrumentation use since there is

often an offset adjustment in the system and the error is of little consequence since it doesn't cause

nonlinearity. Again error isa change inthe slope, from the ideal slope of 1,of the line drawn through
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the ADC transfer function endpoints. Again this error is of little importance since there is usually a

gain adjustment in the systemandit doesn'tcause nonlinearity.

There are two types of nonlinearity errors, differential nonlinearity and integral nonlinearity

Both are measured in LSBs. The first is illustrated in Figure 6.1 and is the distance between adjacent

transitions minus 1 LSB. Thus there is a differential nonlinearity for each transition region. Integral

nonlinearity is also shown in Figure 6.1 and is the difference between a transition and the ideal transi

tion. DNL and INL each can be computed from the other so they are not independent but have dif

ferent uses. The DNL shows the small-scale errors from transition to transition. The INL gives the

over-all shape of the transfer curve. Nonlinearity errors are importantbecause they lead to distortion

in the output spectrum and degrade the SNR.

12. Code-Density Test

The code-density test is based upon a histogram of the ADC output codes obtained from ran

domly sampling an input with a known probability density. From this histogram the ADC transitions

are statistically estimated. Comparing these transitions to the ideal transitions gives the errors.

An example follows with a full-scale ramp voltage. CH(i) is the cumulative histogramof i bins

of the output codes. A full-scale ramp waveform is shown in Figure 6.2a. Its probability density is

p(V) = —— and shown in Rgure 6.2b. The cumulative probability distribution function is in general:
vfi

v.

P(Vx)=jp(V)dV 0<P(VX)Z1 (6.1)

y
This is P (V) = —— and V = V,s P(V) for the ramp and shown in Figure 6.2c. P (V) is replaced by

vfi

the cumulative histogram density —-"- giving an estimate of the ft transition voltage, V,.
N,

V^Vf—f1 (6.2)
Thus all of the transition voltages are computed from the histogram of the output codes.
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13. FFT Testing

Given the ADC transfer curve that has been measured with the desired input frequency the out

put spectrum of the ADC could becomputed for any input. However it isoften easier to digitize the

input voltage and use an FFT toget the output spectrum to compute the SNR and look for distortion.

For an ideal ADCwithmany quantization levels and sampling a sinewave themaximum SNR is:

SNR = 6.02/1 + 1.76 dB (6.3)

n givesanestimate of thenumber of bitsthat are being obtained.



CHAPTER 7

Experimental Results

1. Introduction

The prototype ADC was tested with two characterizationmethods for the most part. First it was

tested with a code-density test24 and then with an FFT test. Thecode-density test is used to direcdy

measure the DNL and INL. The second test method is based on a DFT using the FFT algorithm. The

results from a sinewave input are harmonic distortion (HD) and SNR and are measured as a function

of input frequency. Two sinewaves can be used as an input and the inteimodulation distortion (IM) is

measured. Other tests include Power-Supply Rejection Ratio (PSRR) and noise measurements.

The next chapter describes how special interpretations of the code-density test results can be

used to extract information about specific error sources and the converter's limitations.

1.1. Test Parameters and Optimization

For each of the tests there are many parameters that could be varied. These include the input

frequency and sample rate (and all clock phases), which would show frequency dependent effects. In

addition, the external voltages such as the power supply and voltage references could be varied. Even

the 3 bias voltages for the comparator could be overridden. Also the ROM used in the binary encoder

has a bias adjustment Lastly the temperaturecould be varied.

Exhaustive testing under all conditions is clearly unfeasible and simple tests done early on

showed which were the critical parameters to be studied. The most important are the clock-phase

times which determine the overall conversion rate.

Using the DNL as the primary test and optimizing the converter's performance there was often

the "parameter" versus "error" tradeoff. Some baseline of performance needed to be set to guide the

optimization of parameter changes. That baseline was 0.7 LSBs of DNL. A parameter could be
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changed as long as the DNL stayed below 0.7 LSBs.

12. Standard Test Conditions

The standard test conditions, except where noted otherwise, are a 49.5 Hz full-scale sinewave

input, 5-Msample/s conversion-rate, 5 V power supply with 2.S V analog ground and nominal room

temperature. The referencevoltage is 4 V (+/- 2 V) and the 1/4and 3/4 point resistor-string taps are

used in the final INL and SNR testing. The ROMbias is 3.15 voltsand the common-mode input vol

tage is 1.7 V.

13. Layout and Design Error Correction

There is botha small layout erroranda small design error which prevent complete testing of the

ADC. The layouterrorprevents 10-bit operation in halfof thenegative range(codes 0-511). In every

other 32-LSB subsection of the negative range the codes are missing. This is not fatal since the 5-bit

MSB decisionsare unaffected and as Figure 7.1 shows the INL of the firstand second steps is almost

identical so correction of the layout error will fix the problem.

A design error in the thermometer to 1-of-n codecircuit causes the binary outputs of the second

step to be inverted if the MSB code is odd. This can be fixed in hardware with the circuit of Figure

7.2. However the error also causes bins 33 to 63 to be shifted to 32 through 62 and repeating each 64

codes in thepositive range. Thus bin 32is twice as wide asexpected and code 63 missing. Asoftware

filter was written to shift thecodesbackand put halfof thecodesfrom bin 32 intobin 33.

2. Code-Density Test

An input with a known probability-density function, in this case a low-distortion sinewave, is

applied to theADC. A histogram of thedigital outputs isconstructed and used tostatistically estimate

the ADC transition voltages.24 The deviation of the transition voltages from the ideal is the INL. The

difference between adjacent transitionsminus 1 LSB is the DNL.

The test requires a low-distortion input and a minimum number of samples for reproducible and

statistically confident results. The Sun computer taking the data samples at about 40 ksamplcs/s but
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Rgure 7.2 - LSB code correction circuit

the ADCis running at5 Msamples/s soonly 1outof every 125 samples is used. Since the testis based

on "random sampling" this downsampling is justified.

For quick testing and for adjusting timing and other parameters 1 million samples were taken

corresponding to 0.1 LSB precision and 99% confidence in the DNL tests. For final testing 4 million

samples were used giving twice the precision or increased confidence oracombination of both. The

INL however needs about 2" times more samples than the DNL needs for the same confidence level

and precision. One billion samples for 0.1 bitprecision and 99 %confidence are unfeasible since the

time required at the 40 ksamples/s downsampled data rate is 7 hours and unfeasible from two stand

points. First the required time is too long and secondly in that time any drift in the input source's

amplitude or the reference voltages could affect the results. However the SNR test uses many fewer

samples and gives a very good indication of the INL. Its disadvantage is that it is somewhat immune

toDNL errors. Butby using both tests the linearity of the ADC can beaccurately determined.

2.1. Code-Density Test Results

Figure 7.3 shows the DNL in LSBs ata 10-bit level plotted on the y-axis versus output code on

the x-axis for the positive range. Themaximum DNL is 0.6LSB. The minimum is -0.5 LSB. Since

the DNL never reaches -1 LSB there are no missing codes in this range.
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Figure 7.4 shows the INL for 4 cases. The heavy lines are for the 5-bit MSB first decision. The

dotted lines are for the case when the 1/4 and 3/4 point taps on the resistor string are used. The max

imum INL is 3.0 LSBs with the compensation and 5.8 LSBs without it. The thinner lines arc for the

INL of the second step. Note that they fall on top of the first-step results showing that the INL is deter

mined in the first step by the resistor string. Resistor-string matching sets the static, or low sample

rate, INL and dynamic loading degrades it.
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3. FFT based Testing

Figure 7.5 shows the output spectrum of the ADC sampling a49.5 Hz sinewave. Since the ADC

doesn't operate fully in the negative range the circuit of Figure 7.6 was used to generate a fully dif

ferential input with an offset voltage so the input is only positive. Since only half of the ADC input

range is used the converter is run as a 9-bit converter.
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3.1. SignaMo-Noise Ratio Test

An ideal n-bit converter, with many output levels and sampling a sinewave has an ideal max

imum SNR of 6n+1.8 dB. For a 9-bit converter that is 55.8 dB. SNR versus input level is shown in

Figure 7.7. The maximum SNR measured was 50dB. Figure 7.8 shows SNR versus input frequency.

Since the maximum sampling rateof the Sun computer was about 50 kHz, the highest frequency that

could be distinguished in the FFT is halfof that, 25 kHz. A 10kHz input was the highest frequency

used. Low frequency inputs were used instead of an external sample-and-hold circuit to use the

charge-injection cancellation method of Section 5.4 in Chapter 4. Had thecharge-injection cancella

tion not been needed higher frequency inputs would have been used to test the internal sample-and-

hold circuit.

3.2. Intermodulation Distortion Test

An intermodulation distortion test can be run by inputing two sinewaves and looking for sum

and difference frequency distortion products. The advantage of this test is that the harmonic distortion
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in the inputdoesnot showup in the sum and difference frequency terms direcdy. The spectrum for 45

Hz and 50 Hz inputs are shown in Figure 7.9.The IM2 component is about 6 dB above the second har

monic aspredicted.25

IM2 = HD2 +6dB (7.1)

The effect of varying the input frequency was measured and SNR versus input frequency was

measured. The performance versus sample rate was also measured. The first effect was that as the

clock phases were shortened (sample frequency increased) the DNL would increase and there was a

very definite threshold effect So a maximum levelof 0.7LSB wassetand the sample rate maximized.

No effort was made to quantify the DNL at lower rates than the maximum 5-Msample/s samplerate.

The second effect was thatthe INL degraded with increasing sample rate due to the dynamic loading

on the R-string.

4. Power-Supply Rejection Ratio

The inputcanbe a constant and the power supply varied to measure PSRR. The DCpower sup

plyrejection was verygood. The power supply was varied from 3.8 to5 V and theoutput code did not

change.
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5. ADC Noise Measurement

The ADC input noise which is largely the comparator input noise is indirectly measured by set

ting the input to a constant voltage and looking at the histogram of the output codes. The input was

grounded and all of the codes were in the same bin. Thus the noise voltage is less than 1 LSB, 7.8 mV.

Had the codes been in more than 1 bin an FFT could have been run to look at the noise spectrum.



6. Summary of Test Results

The ADC test results are summarized in the table below.

Table 7.1

Typical Performance, 25 °C, 5 V power supply

Resolution 10 bits

Conversion Rate 5 Msamples/s

Maximum Differential Nonlinearity, 10 bit level 0.6 LSB

Maximum Integral Nonlinearity, 10 bit level 5.8 LSB

Technology 1.6 um CMOS

Input Capacitance 50 pF

Power dissipation1 350 mW

Area2 54k mils2

1 Includes 60 mW dissipated in the resistor string.

2 Does not include clock generator or pads.
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CHAPTER 8

Testing for Specific Errors

1. Introduction

The previous chapter detailed the results of "standard" ADC tests. However there are many

other tests that can be run and can be tailored to the particular ADC to extract much more information

than just the DNL or INL. These can be quite useful to find the cause of errors or the limitations of the

ADC.

Several error sources are present, including resistor matching, capacitor matching, feedback

switch charge injection and dynamic loading of the resistor string. The objective is to design tests and

analysis methods to see the effects of these error sources.

2. DNL Analysis

Figure 8.1 shows the DNL of the ADC without canceling charge-injection errors. Two features

are most apparent First the nonlineanties are repetitive with a cycle of every 64 codes. This is

expected since each of the taps on the resistor string is a code at a 5-bit level and each of those is sub

divided 32 times by the capacitor array ADC. The LSB of the first decision determines how the capa

citors are used. When the LSB is "1" rather than "0" the capacitor whose bottom plates went to the

higher of the two reference voltages now goes to the lower of the two. Thus the capacitor array ADC

does 32 subdivisions, exchanges the bottom plates and does 32 more subdivisions. Therefore the DNL

errors caused by capacitor matching will repeat every 64 codes. However offset voltage which could

be caused by uncanceled comparator offset voltage or feedback switch charge injection also is embed

ded in the DNL and will also repeat

HI
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Figure 8.1 - DNL versus code (without charge-injection cancellation)

2.1. Repeated Errors

To check the assumption that the capacitor matching contributes errors thatrepeat a new way of

looking at thedata was developed. Since the errors were expected to repeat every 64 codes the transi

tionvoltages weredivided intosets of 64 transitions and the integral nonlinearity overeach set of tran

sitions was computed. Only the "even" data, that when the MSB code is "0" was used. All of the data

can be used but it has to be reversed when the MSB code is odd because the capacitor bottom plates
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are connected to the reversed DAC outputs. Similar plotscan be made with all of the data and the

symmetryabout code31 is quiteevident Thesesetsof nonlinearities areexpected to be similar since

the same capacitors and comparators areused repeatedly. Figure 8.2 shows these nonlinearities. The

dotted line is the average of the results. The good agreement between the curves suggests that the

errors in the DNL arecausedby capacitor matchingor comparator offset voltage. More information is

needed to separate the two possible causes.
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Figure 8.2 - INL over 32 code segments
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2.1.1. OfTset Voltage Test

The 5-bit INL is shown as the solid line in Figure8.3 and is that of a flash converter The possi

ble errors are resistormismatch and comparator offset voltage. By comparing this data to that of the

segmented average, shown dotted, the common errors shouldbe due to comparator offset voltage since

the comparator is used in both tests. The strong correlation in the peaks suggests that the comparator

offset voltage is the cause of the errors.

INL

(LSBs)

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

MSBsINL

LSBs segmented INL

2 •''!' i i i i i i i t i i i i i i i i i
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Figure 8.3 - 5-bit INL (MSBs) and segmented average INL
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2.1.1.1. Offset Voltage Cancellation

The comparator offset voltage consists of two components. One is the offset voltage due to

mismatch in the comparator input transistors which is uncanceled due to finite amplifier gain and

incomplete settlingduring the "offset cancellation" phase. The other is offsetdue to charge injection

from the feedbackswitches. The charge-injection error is reduced from the normallyexpectederror in

a single-ended configuration by having a fully differential architecture. The charge-injection error

from the first amplifier stage also dominates over the second and third stage errors since when their

errors are referred to the input they are divided by the gain of the preceding stages. Figure 4.38 in

Chapter 4 showed the 3-stage comparator configuration. The feedback switches for each of the 3

stages can be controlled independendy. By using a method developed by Allstot19 the charge-

injection error can be canceled almost completely. Figure 8.4 shows how this is done. The timing

diagram shows the switch configurations. In the first phase all feedback switches are closed. Each

capacitor stores the offset voltage of the comparator following it If all 3 feedback switches were

opened simultaneously the capacitors would have an error voltage imposed upon them from the switch

charge injection. However by opening the switches properly the error can be reduced. In phase 2 of

the timing diagram only the first switch is opened. Its charge injection error is stored on the first capa

citor, amplified by the first amplifier and stored on the second capacitor effectively canceling it This

procedure can be repeated for each switch depending upon the accuracy needed. With this cancella

tion applied to just the first stage the DNL is greatly improved as seen in Figure 8.5. The peak DNL is

reduced from almost 1 LSB to 0.6 LSBs.

3. INL Analysis

Figure 8.6 shows the 10-bit INL and the 5-bit INL from the first decision. Since the 10-bit INL

lies upon the 5-bit INL it is seen that the INL is mostly determined in the first decision and there are

small variations in it in the second decision. The large INL, 5.8 LSBs, was not expected from resistor

matching data. Static measurement of the 3 tap voltages on the resistor string showed much better

linearity. Some type of dynamic loading was suspected.
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In the second step, LSBs conversion, the charge on the capacitor arrays is redistributed. This

happens onall 32arrays and the charge must flow through the resistor string. The capaciuve load on

the string is not32times the capacitance of the array (32 x 1.6 pF). In redistribution mode each array

istwo capacitors inseries. For code 00001 it isC in series with 31C, for code 01111 itis 15C in series

with17C and finally code 31 is 31C inseries with C. Thesum of all of these is 10pF.

It is expected that when this large load, plus parasitics, is connected tothe resistor string for the

second step that the resistor-string tap voltages will be perturbed. Two experiments can be done to

verify this and a third to correct die problem. The 1/4 point tap voltages could be monitored as the
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conversion rate was increased and the voltage change corresponded to the degraded INL. In the

second experiment the second decision is not performed. The 5-bit INL is plotted in Figure 8.7. The

INL is about 1.5 LSBs without the second decision loading.

Thus the experiment of not running the second step showed that the capacitor arrays were load

ing the resistor string. In a related experiment where dead time was added after the conversion the
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Rgure 8.7 - INL versus code without second decision loading
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resistor stringhad time to recoverso that the tapvoltages were accurate for the next conversion.

At first it might be thought that bypassing the endpointsand 1/4 points of the resistor string with

large capacitors would solve the problem. This is not so. Since an averagecurrent is being drawn out

of the resistor string, there will be a net voltage drop. The loadis a switched capacitorwhich we know

is effectively a resistor.

What is needed is a lower resistance resistor string. This wastes power however. With this in

mind the 1/4 points on the resistor string were broughtout to pins. If they are connected to external

voltage sources which supply the needed current the problem should be reduced. Secondly they can

be adjusted to correct mismatches in the resistor string increasing the integral linearity. Figure 8.8

shows the INL with voltage sources attached to the resistor string to compensate for the loading. The

DNL is reduced from 5.8 LSB to 3.0 LSB.

4. Summary

Through the analysis methods developed the error sources were found and corrected for. The

DNL was reduced from 1.0 to 0.6 LSBs when the feedback switch charge-injection error was can

celed. The DNL was reduced from 5.8 to 3.0 LSBs when voltage sources were added to the resistor-

string 1/4 point taps.
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CHAPTER 9

Conclusion

1. Summary of Research Results

This research has shown that 2-step flash ADC architectures based upon a resistor string and

capacitor arrays can form the basis for CMOS video-rate or high-speed ADCs,especially in a scaled

technology where designing high-gain precision op amps is increasingly difficult The two key areas

studied were the ADC architecture and the comparator.

1.1. Resistor-String Capacitor-Array ADC Architectures

The use of a 2-step flash architecture allows for a very goodspeed-area (power andcomplexity)

tradeoff when compared to a fully parallel flash ADC. When the conversion takes two steps rather

than one the number of comparators is reduced from about 2" to 2W/2. This can bea substantial sav

ings in area, power and complexity. It also reduces many matching requirements when the compara

torsneed to be identical and the propagation delaysof the signal andclocks to the comparators need to

be equal.

An ADC architecture based uponan m-bit resistor-string andn-bit capacitor-arrays has

(m+n)-bit resolution without needing precision component ratios of 2m+n. The capacitor array also

provides an inherent sample-and-hold circuit. The architecture does notneed, or relyupon, a precision

high-gain op amp thatis increasingly difficultto implement in scaled CMOS technologies.

12. Comparator Design

The use of simplemodels and simulations haslead to the determination of the optimumnumber

of comparator stages needed for the fastest decision. When the total gain is G =A*, the stage gain is

A and the optimum numberof stages, k, for the fastest comparison is:

122
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k=ln(G) (9.1)

Then the gain per stage, A, for the fastestcomparisonis:

A=e (9.2)

The stages are capacitively coupled so that their offset voltages may be canceled. In additiona

switching sequence allows the charge-injection error from the feedback switch to be canceled. Very

simple comparator gainstagesbasedupon a differential-pair input stagewith diode-connected transis

tors actingas resistive loadshave differential inputsand outputs without needing common-mode feed

back.

2. Extensions to Increase Precision

There are two ways to increase the precision. The first is adding more bits in the two steps. The

second is adding another step with more precision. Using the firstmethod, extension to 12 bits follows

by adding one more capacitorof value 32C to each array and doubling the number of arraysand resis

tors in the MSB converter. The ADC area would roughly double but two bits of resolution would be

gained. One more comparator stage would also be needed for the increased gain requirement.

The second way to increase the precision does so at the expense of time. That is to go to a 3-

step architecture where a second subdivision is done.

3. Extensions to Increase Conversion Rate

The speed is currentiy limited by the comparator speed. So increased conversion rate could be

obtained with a faster comparator design or a scaled technology. A second speed limitation is R-C

charging times that will also benefit from scaling.

4. Summary of the Prototype Performance

A 10-bit 5-Msample/s 2-step flash ADC in a 1.6 urn CMOS technology has been designed and

tested to verify the potential use of a resistor-string capacitor-array ADC architecture for high-speed

A/D conversion. The performance is tabulated in Table 9.1.



Typical Performance,25 °C, 5 V power supply

Resolution 10 bits

Conversion Rate 5 Msamples/s

Maximum Differential Nonlinearity, 10 bit level 0.6 LSB

Maximum Integral Nonlinearity, 10 bit level 5.8 LSB

Technology 1.6 um CMOS

Input Capacitance 50 pF

Power dissipation1 350 mW

Area2 54k mils2

1 Includes 60 mW dissipatedin the resistorstring.

2 Doesnot include clock generator or pads.

Table 9.1 Prototype ADC Performance
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APPENDIX A

Automated Bitcell Layout

1. Bitcell Coding

Each of the 31 sub-ADC converters in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, is also referred to as a "bitcell".

The biicells differ by which code they are preset to. There are 5 capacitors in each of the 31 arrays so

any code is of the form b4b3b2b1bo and b0 refers to capacitor C, bj to capacitor 2C ... b4 to capacitor

16C. In addition bx is either a 1 or a 0. A "1" means the capacitor is connected to line Vn+1 and a "0"

means it is connected to line Vn.

Thus there are 31 cells each preset to the codes 00001 through 11111 and these are bitcell 1

through bitcel!31. The presetting is done by a via connection as shown in Figure A/1.

^^«S^SJ<SW^

Figure A.1 - Via connection to be made
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2. Layout Program

The bitcell layout program takes a magic file bitcelln3.mag as a template for bitcells 1 through

15 and generates the bitcells in magic files bitnLmag through bitn15.mag. Similarly bitcells 16

through 31 have P-channel rather than N-channel switches and use bitcellp3.mag as a template.

The via format in a magic file starts first with a line:

« m2contact»

Then the next lines start with the word "rect" and then 4 coordinatesxbotybotxtopytop. These are the

x-y coordinates of the lower-left and upper-right corners. An example is below,

rect 4067 469 4075 477

To put in the vias 2 things are needed. The first is the code to set the cell to and the second are the

coordinates of each via's location.

The program to get the via location and put in the vias is written in the UNIX shell using Awk

and called via.awld It follows at the end of Appendix A. A section to put in the via for b0follows.

1 BEGIN {

2 pat = "PAT;

3 }

4

5 # put in vias for bitO,LSB

6 $1 = "rlabel" && $8 == "b0_0" {

7 if (substr(pat, 5,1) = "0") {

8 print"« m2contact»";

9 printf."rect %d %d %d %d0, $3, $4, $5, $6;

10 print"«labels »";

11 }

12 }

13
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14 $1 = "rlabel"&& $8 = "b0_l" {

15 if (substr(pat, 5,1) = "1") {

16 print"« m2contact»";

17 printf "rect %d %d %d %dO, $3, $4, $5, $6;

18 print"«labels »";

19 }

20 }

21 #endofbit0

Line 2 sets the variable "pat" to "PAT which is actually a code of the form b^b^bo. Line 6 looks

for the line startingwith "rlabel" signifying a label. Then it looks for the label "b0_0" signifying a via

location for the "0" via for bo. Line 7 tests to see if the bit in the code, "pat" is a "0". If it is the line for

a via, « m2contact» is printed then the label coordinates are printed as the via coordinates. Then

"«labels »" is printed to get back to the original labels format. Lines 14-20 do the same thing for a

label "b0_l" corresponding to a "1" as b0. Then the programcontinues doing bits b, through b4.

To make all of the 31 bitcells this program, via.awld, has to be run 31 times and "PAT" has to

be set to 00001 through 11111 in each successive execution. That is done by the shell script dovia2,

listed below. It reads the pattern files patn.file and patp.file which contain the codes 00001 - 01111

and 10000 -11111 respectively and sets "PAT" to each code and runs via.awk2.

dovia2

#! /bin/csh -f

set pattemsn = 'cat patn.file'

set pattemsp = 'cat patp.file'

seti=0

foreach pat (Spatternsn)

echo i is $i

echo bit pattern is Spat



sed ns/PAT/$pat/g" < via.awk2 > xxx

awk -f xxx < bitcelln3.mag > bitn$i.mag

@i++

end

foreach pat (Spatternsp)

echo i is $i

echo bit pattern is Spat

sed "s/PAT/$pat/g" < via.awk2 > xxx

awk -f xxx < bitcellp3.mag > bitpSi.mag

@i++

end

via.awk2

BEGIN {

pat = "PAT;

}

# put in vias for bilO, LSB

$1 = "rlabel" && $8 = "bO_0" {

if(substr(pat,5,1) = "0"){

print"« m2contact»";

printf "rect %d %d %d %d0, $3, $4, $5, $6;

print"«labels »";

}

}

$1 = "rlabel" && $8 == "bO_l" {

if(substr(pat,5,1)=="1")(
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print"« m2contact»";

printf "rect %d %d %d %d0, $3, $4, $5, $6;

print"«labels »";

}

}

#endofbit0

# put in vias for bitl

$1 = "rlabel" && $8 = "bl_0" {

if(substr(pat,4,l) = "0"){

print"« m2contact»";

printf "rect %d %d %d %d0, $3, $4, $5, $6;

print"«labels »";

}

}

$1 = "rlabel" && $8 = "bl_l" {

if(substr(pat,4,1) = "1"){

print"« m2contact»";

printf "rect %d %d %d %d0, $3, $4, $5, $6;

print"«labels »";

}

}

# end of bitl

# put in vias for bit2

$1 = "rlabel" && $8 == "b2_0" {

if(substr(pat,3,1)=="0"){

print"« m2contact»";

printf "rect %d %d %d %d0, $3, $4, $5, $6;
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print"«labels»";

}

}

$1="rlabel"&&$8="b2_l"{

if(substr(pat,3,l)="l"){

print"«m2contact»";

printf"rect%d%d%d%d0,$3,$4,$5,$6;

print"«labels»";

}

}

#endofbit2

#putinviasforbit3

$1="rlabel"&&$8="b3_0"{

if(substr(pat,2,l)="0"){

print"«m2contact»";

printf"rect%d%d%d%d0,$3,$4,$5,$6;

print"«labels»";

}

}

$1="rlabel"&&$8=="b3_l"{

if(substr(pat,2,1)=="1"){

print"«m2contact»";

printf"rect%d%d%d%d0,$3,$4,$5,$6;

print"«labels»";

}

}
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#endofbit3

# put in vias for bit4, MSB

$1 = "rlabel"&& $8 = "b4_0" {

if(substr(pat,l,l) = "0"){

print"« m2contact»";

printf "rect %d %d %d %d0, $3, $4, $5, $6;

print"«labels »";

}

}

$1 = "rlabel" && $8 = "b4_l" {

if(substr(pat,l,l)=«"l"){

print"« m2contact»";

printf "rect %d %d %d %d0, $3, $4, $5, $6;

print"«labels »";

}

#endofbit4

{

)

}

print $0;
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APPENDIX B

Sim2spice Definition File Checking

1. Introduction

To simulatea circuit with SPICE or RELAX2 from a layout extraction several conversion pro

grams must be run to get the SPICEor RELAX2 circuitfile. First the layoutnamed "circuit",for sim

plicity, is extracted and a file circuitext is generated. The program ext2sim generates the file

circuiLsim which is suitable for switch level simulators like esim. It also generates a file circuital of

aliases for a node that has 2 different names. This often comes about when a node is labeled in a cell

and then the external connection to the cell have another name. To get a SPICE input deck the pro

gram sim2spice runs on circuitsim and creates the file circuitspice.

The program sim2spice reads a definition file that attaches a defined node number in the SPICE

deck to a specific labeled node in the circuitsim file. The problem that often occurs is that the node

name selected may not be the one in the circuitsim file. The name selected could be the alias. When

this occurs the numbered node in the filecircuitspice is not the desired node.

2. Program to Check Node Definitions

It would be rather painstaking to check each name in the file circuitdefs and see that it appears

in the circuitsim file. The program chkdefwritten in a UNIX shell script does that checking and is

listed below.

chkdef

1 #! /bin/csh

2 if ($#argv == 0) then

3 echo "usage: chkdef file..."

4 else
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5 set file = $l:r

6 awk *{print $2}' < Sfile.defs > Sfile.defs.dnl

7 awk' {print$2}' <$file.sim>$file.sim.sn2

8 awk' {print$3}' < Sfile.sim » $file.sim.sn2

9 awk' {print$4}' < $file.sim » $file.sim.sn2

10 sort Sfile.defs.dnl -o Sfile.defs.dn

11 # $file.sim.sn is sorted sim nodes

12 sort $file.sim.sn2 -o $file.sim.sn1

13 uniq Sfile.sim.snl Sfile.sim.sn

14 # Sfile.sim.dn is sorted defs nodes

15 comm -12 Sfile.sim.sn Sfile.defs.dn > Sfile.nc

16 # Sfile.nc is nodes common to sim file and defs file

17 diff Sfile.defs.dn Sfile.nc > Sfile.bad

18 # $file.bad is nodes in defs file but not in sim file

19 /bin/rm Sfile.defs.dnl

20 /bin/rm Sfile.defs.dn

21 /bin/rm Sfile.sim.sn2

22 /bin/rm Sfile.sim.snl

23 /bin/rm Sfile.sim.sn

24 /bin/rm Sfile.nc

25 endif

The operation is to take the .sim file, sort it and then take out the unique nodes. The .defs file is

also sorted. Then the nodes common to both files are found. These common nodes are compared

using "difr to the nodes in the .defs file. Any discrepancy is a node in the .defs file that is not in the

.sim file. It is put in the file file.nc. Then the userchooses the proper name from die .sim file.
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